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Chapter One

Thinking About
Education in a
Different Way

+

Headlines, news articles, and television news reports have recently porhayed
a grim picture of children and their schools, a picture consistent enough to
frighten thoughtful and caring people into concern for the future of their
nation. Take, for example, the following news reports:

--

In a typical year during the 1980s, minors aged fourteen to nineteen
accounted for 43.4 percent of all criminal offenses. Fifty-four percent
of all murder cases in the nation involved jobless youth.'
A jun~or-high-school gang of six extorts $2,500 from 120 classmates.?
Fortyfour high school students go wilding and raid five shops for
merchandise?
High school girls turn to prostitution for entertainment, curiosity,
and as a source of revenue-police report their rate up 262 percent?
Fourteen-year-old student, repeatedly tonnented and beaten by
school thugs, hangs h i s e F
Teen tortured by two gang meinkrs. Victim burned by cigarettes on
hands and back6
Group of students report feeling "refreshed" after beating up another
chid?
Ten percent of the nation's middle schools request police guards for
their graduation ceremonies!

With reports like these so commonplace, it is easy to understand why so
many people wony so much about schooling and youth. But in this case,
the people who have the worrying to do are not Americans. These are all
reports from the Japanese media about the awful world of Japanese youth
and the terrible failure of Japanese public schooling!
Were you surprised? We suspect that most American readers would automatically think that these statements concerned American youth and Amen'can schools. After all, every week our media seem to supply us with yet
another frightening story about the dreadful state of education in our country.

In contrast, Americans regularly read and hear glowing reportp of Japanese
schools and their students' performance on international tests of achievement.
Negative stories about Japanese schools are rarely found in our press or on
our TV screens. Thus, Americans have been prevented from learning that
the Japanese educational system also has enormous problems. In fact, if one
judges by American values and standards, Japanese schools are often brutal,
overly competitive places.
Perhaps you find this hard to believe. This may be because. like many
other Americans, you have not been told about the thousands of elementary
and junior high school students in Japan who refuse to attend school because
ofpersistent problems of bullying-often directed against those with a foreign
upbringhg or against those who get outstanding grades or who have physical
disabilities. Nor have Americans been made aware of the coercive overregulation of students and their families by many Japanese schools. For example,
one Japanese school has a policy about the number of pleats permitted in a
girl's skirt, violation of which results in the suspension of the child unless
the mother comes to the school to beg for@veness.Another school's policy
on hair color and curls requires those who do not have straight black hair
to obtain a note from a physician stating that they have a genetic problem.
Other schools have policies that encourage cruelty by teachers; students have
been given electric shocks for low grades, have died because they were lodted
in unventilated sheds as punishment for smoking, or have been beaten for
using a hair dryer ''illegally."9 Americans are also not often told about the
gifts of money that Japanese parents frequently pay to teachers to ensure
good grades and good letters of recommendation for their children.
You may think our judgments are harsh, but we are not alone in condemning Japanese schools for brutality and for promoting overachievement A
decade ago, a select committee of Japanese educators reported to their own
prime minister and his council of advisors that,
Bullying, suicides among school children, dropping out €ram schoo1, increasing
delinquency, violence both at home and at school, heated enhance exam races,
over-emphasis on scholastic ratings, and t o m e of children by some teachers are
the result of the pathological mechanism that have become established in Japan's
education system."

we should look to the Japanese to fmd out how to run our schools? The
answer is that for more than a dozen years this groundless and damaging
message has been proclaimed by major leaders of our government and industry and has been repeated endlessly by a compliant press. Good-hearted
Americans have come to beliwe that the public schools of their nation are
in a crisis state because they have so often been given this false message by
supposedly credible sources.
To illustrate, in 1983, amid much fanfare, the White House released an
incendiary document highly critical of American education. Entitled A Nation
at Risk," thiswork was prepared by a prestigious committee under the direction of then Secretary of Education Terrel Bell and was endorsed in a speech
by President Ronald Reagan. It made many claims about the "failures" of
American education, how those "failures" were confirmed by "evidence,"
and how this would inevitably damage the nation. (Unfortunately, none of
the supposedly supportive "evidence" actually appeared in A Nation at Risk,
nor did this work provide citations to tell Americans where that "evidence"
might be found.)
But leaders of this disinformation campaign were not content merely to
attack American schools. A Nation at Risk charged that American students
never excelled in international comparisons of student achievement and that
this failure reflected systematic weaknesses in our school programs and la&
of talent and motivation among American educators. Thus, it came as little
surprise when the White House soon sent a team of Americans to Japan to
discover and report on why Japanese education was so "successfu~."Following
this visit, the then Assistant Secretary of Education, Chester Finn, a leader
of the team, said of the Japanese,

f

Manufacturing a Crisis in Education
Seldom in the course of policymaking in the U.S. have so many firm convictions held
by so many been based on so little convincing proof.
-Clark Kerr, President Emeritus of the University of California (1991)
Given the serious problems of Japanese eflucation, why have so many
Americans come to believe that American education is so deficient and that

I
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Thefve demonstrated that you can have a coherent curriculum, high standards,
good discipline, parental support, a professional teaching force and a weU-run
schooL They have shown that the average student can Ieam a whole lot more."
This enthusiasm was echoed by others on the team. According to team
member Herbert Walbeig, an educational researcher, features of the Japanese
system could be adopted in America and would help to solve the many "prohlems" of American education. Walberg suggested, "I think it's portable.
Gumption and willpower, that's the key.""
This was far from the end of White House criticisms of American education. Indeed, the next decade witnessed a veritable explosion of documents
and pronouncements from government leaders-two American presidents,
Ronald Reagan and George Bush, secretaries of education, assistant secretaries, and chiefs and staff members in federal agencies-telling Americans
about the many "problems" of their public schools. As in A Nation at Risk
most of these claims were said to reflect "evidence," although the "evidence"
in question either was not presented or appeared in the form of simplistic
misleading generalizations.

During the same years many leaders in industry chimed in documents
and public statements that American education was in deep trouble, that as
a result our country was falling behind foreign competitors, and that these
various charges were all confirmed by "evidence" (which somehowwas rarely
presented or appeared in simple misleading formats). And these many
charges, documents, and pronouncements from leaders of government and
industry, often seconded by prominent members of the educational community, were dutifully reported and endlessly elaborated upon by an unquestioning press.
So it is small wonder that many Americans have come to believe that
education in our country is now in a deplorable state. Indeed, how could they
have concluded anythiig else, given such an energetic and widely reported
campaign of criticism, from such prestigious sources, atta&ing America's
public schools? To the best of our knowledge, no campaign of this sort had
ever before appeared in American history. Never before had an American
government been so critical of the public schools, and never had so many
false claims been made about education in the name of "evidence." We shall
refer to this campaign of criticism as the Manufactured Crisis.
The Manufactured Crisis was not an accidental event. Rather, it appeared
within a specific historical context and was led by identifiable critics whose
political goals could be furthered by scapegoating educators. It was also supported from its inception by an assortment of questionable techniques-including misleading methods for analyzing data, distorting reports of findings,
and suppressing contradictory evidence. Moreover, it was tied to misguided
schemes for "reforming" education-schemes that would, if adopted, seriously damage American schools.
Unfortunately, the Manufactured Crisis has had a good deal of influence-thus, too many well-meaning, bright, and knowledgeable Americans
have come to believe some of its major myths, and this has generated serious
mischief. Damaging programs for educational reform have been adopted, a
great deal of money has been wasted, effective school programs have been
harmed, and morale has declined among educators.
But myths need not remain unchallenged; in fact, they become shaky when
they are exposed to the light of reason and evidence. When one actually looks
at the evidence, one discovers that most of the claims of the Manufactured
Crisis are, indeed, myths, half-truths, and sometimes outright lies. Thus, as
our first major task, we undertake, through reason and displays of relevant
evidence, to dispel some of the mischief of the Manufactured Crisis-to place
the crisis in context, to counter its myths, to explain why its associated agenda
will not work, to set the record straight.
But accomplishing only this first task would leave many questions unanswered. One of the worst effects of the Manufactured Crisis has been to divert
attention away from the real problems faced byAmerican education-problens that are seriou~and that are escalating in today's world. To illustrate,

although many Americans do not realize it, family incomes and financial
support for schools are much more poorly distributed in our country than
in other industrialized nations. This means that in the United States, very
privileged students attend some of the world's best private and public schools,
but it also means that large numbers of students who are truly disadvantaged
attend public schools whose support is far below that permitted in other
Western democracies. Thus, opportunities are not equal in America's schools.
As a result, the achievements of students in schools that cater to the rich and
the poor in our country are also far from equal.
In addition, America's school system has orpanded enormously since
World War I1 and now serves the needs of a huge range of students. This
increased diversity has created many opportunitia-but also many dilemmas-and debates now rage over how to distribute resources and design
curricula to meet the needs of students from diverse backgrounds, with many
d'ierent skills and interests. Problems such as these must be addressed if
Americans are to design a school system that truly provides high standards
and equal opportunities for all students.
Our second major task, then, is to direct attention away from the fictions
of the Manufactured Crisis and toward the real problems of American schools.

Our Strategy
Fads are stubborn things, and whatever may he our wishes, our inclinations, or the
dictates of our passions, they cannot alter the state of facts and evidence.
-John A d p s (1770)

In order to accomplish the tasks we have set for ourselves in writing this
book, we must take up some complex and controversial issues. In countering
the myths and lies of the Manufactured Crisis, we must discuss and display
the evidence that has so often been misrepresented by the critics. But when
we do this, readers may get lost in the details of some of our arguments. To
guard against such confusions, we present here an outline of the issues on
which we focus.
In Chapter 2, we counter the myths about achievement and aptitude that
have been spread by those who daim that American schools are in deep
trouble. These myths include the following:

1

Student achievement in American primary schools has recently
declined
The performance of American college students has also fallen recently
The intellectual abilities and abstract problem-solving skills of
America's young people have declined, although-paradoxically-it

is also believed that their intelligence and the skills that indicate
"giftedness" are tixed and identifiable at an eady age
America's schools always come up short when compared with schools
in other countries, indicatiog that our educational procedures are
deficient and that our educators are feckless
As shall be shown, none of these charges can be supported. When one
actually examines the evidence, one discovers that it simply will not support
the fiction that America has a generally failing system of education. This
claim is nonsense.
In Chapter 3, we take up other myths invented by the critics that tarnish
the image of America's public schools. Among them are these:
America spends a lot more money on its schools than other nations
do
Investing in the schools has not bought success-indeed, money is
unrelated to school performance
Recent increases in expenditures for education have been wasted or
have gone merely into unneeded raises for teachers and
administrators
The productivity of American workers is deficient, and this reflects
the inadequate training they receive in American schools
America produces far too few scientists, mathematicians, and
engineers; as a result, the country is losing its indust&al leadership
Our schools are not staffed by qualified teachers, the textbooks they
use promote immorality, and most American parents are dissatisfied
with their local schools
Because they are subject to market forces, private schools are
inherently better than public schools
Again, none of these myths can be supported. Although the critics have
conceived a marvelous array of additional charges to lay against public
schools, the evidence makes it clear that most of these charges are unfounded
nonsense.
In Chapter 4, we look at the Context for these charges. Why was the Manufactured Crisis invented in the early 1980s? Why was this unprecedented
attack on public education unleashed at that particular time? Who was involved in it? What strategies were used by those responsible b r the attack?
Why did it have such striking effects?
Our answers touch on various matters: unresolved problems for education
that escalated in the 1970s; reactionary voicedthat were given unprecedented
legitimacy in the Reagan and Bush administrations; beliefs of American indus-

trialists who were worried about overseas competition; long-established traditions of school-bashing in America; desires to scapegoat educators as a way
of diverting attention from America's deepening social problems; self-interest
on the part of some government officials, Americans' long-held beliefs in
individualism and the powers of education; the misuse, abuse, and suppression of evidence by the critics; and irresponsible actions of the media. These
factors help one to appreciate why the Manufactured Crisis appeared, but
they do not make it admirable.
Myths lead to poor ideas for educational reform. Chapter 5 considers the
likely outcomes if Americans foolishly allowed themselves to adopt some of
the major reform proposals put forward by those responsible for the Manufactured Crisis. We look, for example, at proposals for voucher programs
that would divert public funds to support private schools; intensification
efforts (such as lengthening the school day or year); the use of monitoring and
external reward systems with students or teachers; accountabilityprograms, in
which schools compete with one another for status or funding; immersion
programs
for biimgual education; and programs that provide enriched educa. tion for "gifted" students.
Evidence suggests that many of these proposals are not merely foolish. If
enacted, most would seriously damage America's students, educators, or
school proeams. The chapter ends with a brief discussion of the educational
of the Clinton administration.
In Chapters 6 and 7, we turn to issues in education that have been difficult
to think about as long as Americans have had to contend with the myths of
the Manufactured Crisis. Chapter 6 explores major social problems that afflict
our country-problems that are often worse here than in other advanced
democracies, that are often escalating, and that affect our schools directly.
These problems include income and wealth inequality; recent stagnation of
the economy, racial, ethnic, religious, and linguistic diversity in America;
prejudice toward Americans of color; the ghettoization of America's cities;
violence and drugs; the aging of the population; the restructuring of work.
Everyday features of American education also generate problems for
schools-features such as age-graded classrooms; heavy stress on public competitions; tracking systems; bureaucratization of large school systems; America's unique system of quasi-autonomous local school districts; problems generated by priwte schools; and the acceptance of too many tasks for public
education. In addition, American education faces three extraordinary problems: our traditional willingness to tolerate.huge differences in funding for
public schools: the dilemmas created by our radically expanded education
system; and the f a d that more and more disadvantaged children will be
entering our schools. Realistic plans for improving America's schook must
begin by taking problems such as these seriously.
Chapter 7 takes up some principles for educational improvement. Among
other things, we argue that improvements are more likely to come about if
the following occur:

-

Families have dignity and children have hope
&a funding for schools goes where needs are geatest
Equalization of school funding takes place within states
Average school size is reduced
Traditional conceptions of the goals of education are modified and
enlarged
Teaching methods are changed in such a way that they emphasix
more collaborative learning
Curricular changes that foster the skills actually needed for
employment and citizenship in the twenty-first century are
introduced
New evaluation systems are evolved in such a way that they reflect
the new curricula, methods, and actual achievements of educators
Age-graded classrooms and abiiity tracking are abandoned
Local communities are more involved with efforts to improve their
schools
Teachers and other educators are treated as intelligent professionals

In Chapter 8 we make a plea for more research and more compassion.
We point out that our review has drawn extensively from research evidence;
research, however, has not yet addressed many of the crucial issues facing
education today. This is hardly surprising since America spends only a pittance on educational research. In addition, effective reforms cannot follow
from premises that are based on myths and lies, that scapegoat American
educators, that blame American students, or that heap indignities on minorities and the poor. Effective educational reforms must begin with compassion
for America's neediest students and for the many educators who give so
much, so often. Indeed, the ultimate test of a society is not how well it takes
care of its rich and powerful, but how well it attends to the needs of its
poorest and weakest citizens.

Battling Disbelief
It is always easier to believe than to deny. Our minds are naturally affirmative.
-John Burroughs (1900)

The great masses of the people .. . will more easily fall victims to a big lie than to a
small one.
1
-Adolf Hitler [Mein Kampf, 1933, Chapter 10)

Lots of intelligent people believe things that aren't true. Many people believe, for example, that more babies are born during the full moon, and
tourists are often frightened about the alligators that are thought to live in
the sewers of New York City. Belief in such fictions seems to be remarkably
durable and resists contradicting evidence or energetic campaigns to ease the
fears that such fictions cause. Indeed, widespread belief in some things that
are untrue seems to be part of the human condition.
Many of the myths promoted in the Manufactured Crisis are now so widely
believed that we suspect that some people will fmd it hard to accept what
we write here. Some will find it difficult to stop believing in these myths
because they were endorsed by so many "important" people in government
and industry-including two American presidents! Others may suspect that
the two of us are politically motivated and that we are distorting or wen
fabricating our reports of evidence. Still others-good people, energetic people, people devoted to education-may be so committed to educational reforms based on the myths we cite that they cannot abandon them. And still
others may choose to cling to those myths in the hope that they can be used
to promote needed reforms or encourage more funding for education.
Some readers may have difficulty with our ideas because they have long
held suspicions about problems in America's public schools, and they find it
hard to abandon myths which support those suspicions. Indeed, complaining
about public education has long been a popular American indoor sport.
But beyond these reasons, sweral factors may make it especially difficult
for some readers to accept our arguments. We rwiew four of these here.

Fraud and Its Victims. Some readers may be reluctant because they
don't want to acknowledge that they had bought into fraudulent ideas, that
they were victimized by a massive "con game." To appreciate their plight,
one must come to understand that the Manufactured Crisis was not merely
an accidental set of events or a product of impersonal social forces. It aiso
involved a serious campaign by identifiable persons to sell Americans the
false idea that their public schools were failing and that because of this faiiure
the nation was at peril. This campaign involved a great deal of effort, chicanery, playing on people's worries, pandering to prejudices, and misreporting
and misrepresenting evidence. In short, to use terms that were popular when
discussing World War I1 propaganda, this campaign constituted a Big
Lie-and a lot of people were gulled by its claims.
It is never easy to achowledge that one was gullible-that one has swallowed deceptions sold by charlatans-and this is particularly hard when those
deceptions are massive. And yet many good-hearted Americans have been
victimized in just this way. As we challenge the myths and fictions of the
Manufactured Crisis, some people will find it difficult to acknowledge that
they were so often duped.

Distortedand Hostile Reporting. Others may question our arguments
because they have so often been besieged by negative and distorted media
reports about our educational system. A recent incident illustrates this point
nicely. In midSeptember of 1993, many newspapers in the country carried
headlines announcing the results of a big federal study of literacy in America.I4
On September 9 the front page of the New York Times reported that "half
of adults in the U.S. lack reading and mathematics abilities," while the Washington Post headlined, "Literacy of 90 Million Is Deficient."15 And for a week
thereafter reporters wrote countless stories about the supposed illiteracy of
the American public that were to be read by the millions of people who
collectively made up that public.
Most of these stories were based on a press conference called by the U.S.
Department of Education to announce the study they had sponsored rather
thap on the actual report in which the study was summarized. Thus, the
reporters failed to note or to inform Americans that the researchers had
classified people as "illiterate" merely because they did not score well on a
test of reading comprehension. This sounds reasonable until one begins to
think about some startling characteristics of the so-called illiterate group that
the report detailed. For example, nearly 40 percent of these "illiterate" persons
were employed full-time; nearly 70 percent were reported to be "not poor";
over 80 percent did not receive food stamps: and approximately one-third
were receiving regular interest from their own savings accounts. About four
out of five "illiterates" also declared that they read "well" or "very wd."
Only a few said they needed to rely on family or friends to interpret prose
material, and nearly half reported reading a newspaper wery day1 Worse,
some truly startling categories of people turned out to have been classified
as among the most illiterate: 26 percent had debilitating physical or mental
conditions, 19 percent had difficulties reading print because they were visually
mpaired, and 25 percent were immigrants whose native language was not
English-the language of the test.
This means that reporters failed to note detaih of the study that seriously
challenged the major conclusions announced at the press conference. (In fact,
one wonders who were actually illiterate, the visually impaired and nonEnglish-speaking Americans who could not pass the studfs test or the reporters who failed to read or understand its report!) Moreover, no news analyst
seems to have questioned the basic premise put forth by the Department of
Education at that conference; namely, that illiteracy causes poverty. Somehow, no one seems to have thought that the relationship between poverty
and illiteracy might go the other way-indeed that good research had already
been done indicating that poverty causes low lwek of literacy.16This is a difference that matters. If poverty is a major cause of illiteracy, then it is time
lndeed that Americans take seriously the fact that poverty rates are far worse
ig our country than in other Western democracies.

Unfortunately, this episode is all too typical of recent, ignorant, highly
critical media portrayals of American education and its effects. Hardly a week
passes without one or more intlammatory press accounts detailing the "rotten" state of America's schools. (In later chapters we provide other examples
of such accounts.) Given that the press regularly trumpets "evidence" purporting to con& the failures of American education, is it any wonder that
many Americans have accepted this message?And given such incessant media
irresponsibility, who would be surprised if some readers had difficulty believing us?

The Legacy of Socrates. Other readers may question our arguments
because they beliwe that many things, induding education and the manners
of young people, were better in the past than in the present. Such beliefs are
not new. Consider the legacy of Socrates. Ever since Socrates roamed the
streets of Athens 2,500 years ago, muttering about the Lack of discipline and
knowledge among Athenian youth, countless older people have believed their
offspring to be inferior to themselves.
We suspect that Socrates' Syndrome shows up most often among adults
when their culture is changing rapidly, as was happening in ancient Athens
and as is happening in America today. When cultures change rapidly, younger
people do not know the same things their parents know. For example, in a
farm family in Nebraska in the 1890s, adults and children probably shared
a good deal of knowledge and values. With the nation's rapid pace of change,
however, Nebraskan youths of the 1990s are presumably much less likely to
t h i i and act like their parents. (They probably know a lot less about how
to stoke a coal furnace or how to use a wringer washer and a great deal more
about programming personal computers and rock music!) And this almost
always makes parents nekous.
Parents and other adults, however, may not stop to thiik that children
may know different things than they do, a natural consequence of living in
a rapidly changing culture with an exploding knowledge base. Their problem,
like Socrates', is that they see differences as deficiencies, but such reasoning
is questionable. Each generation must determine which bits of knowledge
from the past to retain and which to abandon in favor of new knowledge.
Some people find this a threatening state of affairs and may well decide to
blame the schools for their discomfort. Such people may question our arguments that the schools have been maligned.
Confusing Reality Wlth Desire. Other people confuse what schools
are with what they would like schools to be. They condemn the schools of
today because they are afraid that the graduates they produce will not be
ready for the twenty-first century, will find they are not able to compete in
the global marketplace, or will not be able to respond to the needs of corpora-

tions in the future. Such worries are difficult to address, since it is not easy
to predict the future clearly.
But it is not necessary to destroy faith in the public schools because some
people believe that schools are not doing all that is necessary to prepare for
the next century. Directing the schools toward a different set of goals would
certainly be appropriate-ifwe were truly wise enough to predict the future.
But we need not condemn the schools of today in order to engage in debates
about what the schools of the future should be like.
Be that as it may, those who seriously confuse reality with desire are unlikely to be satisfied with schools in today's America, no matter how impressive the performance of those institutions. Such people may also have difficulty with our words of comfort.
r

SuspendingJudgment. Although all of these people may have reasons
for disbelieving what we write here, we urge them to set aside those reasons
for the present. There is something marvelously persuasive about evidence,
and-as readers will discover-whenever possible we present evidence to
back the claims we will make about the myths of the Manufactnred Crisis
and about the real problems of American education. Moreover, we've tried
to provide citations for all of our claims, and readers are urged to check our
original sources whenever they have questions about what we present here.
Of course, it is hard to find any single study that will convince someone
who is sure of beliefs that those beliefs are wrong. It is also very difficult to
find evidence that is easy to interpret and that is unambiguous and convincing
enough to settle issues as complex as the ones we address here. Further,
evidence from social research rarely comes in easy-to-use formats. For this
reason, we have tried, where possible, to convert tabular data, obscure statistics, and technical jargon into common-language words and visual images
that readers can more easily follow.
But the arguments we make do not rest on single studies, nor do they
hang or fall on obscure and technical points. On the contrary, in most cases
the evidence we display comes from many studies and makes simple and
straightforward points. And collectively that evidence leads to two simple and
straightforward conclusions: (1) on the whole, the American school system is
in far better shape than the critics would have us believe; (2) where American
schools fail, those failures are largely caused by problems that are imposed
on those schools, problems that the critics haire been only too happy to ignore.
American education can he restructured, improved, and strengthened-but
to build realistic programs for achieving these goals, we must explode the
myths of the Manufactured Crisis and confront the real problems of American
education.

Chapter Two

Myths About
Achievement and
Aptitude

This chapter is concerned with a key tenet of the Manufactured Crisis. Critics
of American schools have argued that student achievement has declined
sharply, that American students now lag seriously behind students in other
Western countries, and that these facts are confirmed by massive evidence.
America's teachers and schools are failing the nation, they say, and America
is in danger of falling into the ash can of history. As we shall show, these
assertions are errant nonsense.
Americans are, of course, concerned about the performance of their
schools. Such concerns are legitimate and should be encouraged. However,
concerns about education and plans for its improvement should be based on
an honest and informed evaluation of available evidence. In this chapter
we shall use many data sources that lead to dear but perhaps surprising
conclusions-that, on average, today's students are at least as well informed
as students were in previous generations and that education in America compares favorably with education elsewhere.
What makes these conclusions surprising is that the critics have so often
stated otherwise. But repetition of false claims does not make those claims
true. Let us therefore restate the major myths about achievement and aptitude
that critics have used and look carefully at the evidence that refutes those
myths.

MYTH

. . . Student Achievement Has Recently
Fclllen Across the Nation

For the &st time in the history of our country, the educational s W l s of one generation
will not surpass, will not equal, will not even approach those of their parents.
-Paul Capperman (cited in A Nation At Risk, National Commission on Excellence
in Education, 1983, p. 11)

Average achievement of high school students on most standardized tests is now lower
than 26 years ago when Sputnik was launched.
-A Nation At Risk (1983, p. 8)

Chapter Four

Why Now?

+

We now turn to questions that are both fascinating and hard to answer. Why
have so many flawed criticisms of American public schools recently appeared,
and why have those criticisms had such an effect? What has been unique
about the past few years? Why now?
Our answers to these questions will focus largely on social forces, on recent
problems faced by American education, and on events in the society at large,
rather than on the critics and their followers. We choose this focus deliberately. Most Americans are people of good will, and we believe that in many
cases those criticizing education have simply misunderstood or are not aware
of the actual problems faced by American schools. On the other hand, a few
actions of the critics seem to have reflected less than total honesty and goodwill,and we shall alert readers when we believe this to be the case.

Mounting Problems

I

The popularization of American schools and colleges since the end of World War I1
has ice; nothing short of phenomenal, involving an unprecedented broadening of
access, a n unprecedented diversification of curricula, and an unprecedented extension
of public codtrol. In 1950, 34 percent of the American
twenty-five years
of age or older had completed at least four years of high school, while 6 percent of
that population had completed at least four years of collcgc. By 1985, 74 percent of
the American population twenty-Eve years of age or older had completed at least four
years of high school, while 19 percent had completed at least four years of college.. . .
It was in many ways a remarhble achievement, ofwhich Americans could be justifiably
proud. Yet it seemed to bring with it a pervasive sense of failure.
--Lawrence Cremin (Popular Education and 1s Discontents, 1990, pp. 1-2)

The twenty-five years following World War II were unique in American
history. These years generated not only a booming economy but also a huge
expansion of public education. During this period enrollment in America's
high schools increased by 50 percent or more, and American colleges and
universities more than doubled their capacities. At the end of this period,
the United States had an educational system that was the envy of the world
for the opportunities it offered to a much-expanded range of Americans.
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Unfortunately, the same decades also generated problems for education
that Americans found difficult to solve or, in some cases, even to thii about
clearly. These problems increased sharply during the 1970s, and by the end
of the decade, American education was facing a number of dilemmas that
called for careful analysis and remedial action. Unfortunately, neither was to
be provided. Most of these dilemmas have yet to be resolved, and many have
become worse.
For one thing, by the 1970s Americans were beginning to suspect that
public schools could not fulfill the many expectations that had been expressed
for them in the 1950s and 1960s. Those earlier years were a period of great
optimism in America. The expansion of education that took place then was
often justified by claims about the ability of public schools to accomplish a
huge range of tasks. In those years schools were seen not only as providers
of knowledge and cultural uplift but also as centers for hobby and recreational
interests, objects of ethnic or community pnde, solvers of social problems,
purveyors of senices for individuals and their families, and engines of economic growth. In retrospect, many of these expectations were unrealistic, but
this was not understood at the time. And when the economy soured and
social problems soared in the I970s, these expectations became standards
against which schools were judged and found wanting.
This dilemma was compounded because American schools were not provided funds with which to finance their expanded programs. As a rule, expansions in the 1950s and 1960s were matched by increased funding, but as the
economy turned sour in the 1970s, Americans became less willing to fund
the expansions in education that they still wanted. As a result, funding for
education became strained, per-capita expenditures for primary and secondary education began to fall, and eventually they came to lag behind those in
other Western nations. American educators were not unaware of this problem, of course, and by the mid-1970s, they were issuing anguished calls for
additional tax dollars to match the expanded programs they were still being
asked to provide.
Unfortunately, those calls were not answered. Instead, the 1970s brought
not only economic stagnation but also increases in other demands for tax
dollars, particularly those associated with medical care, entitlement programs,
public aid, and debt senicing. And if this were not enough, by the late 1970s,
America was in the grip of a serious inflation, which meant that each year
the public schools had to plead for increased tax support merely to keep
abreast of their mounting costs. (Like the Red Queen in Through the Looktng
Glass, the schools had to run as hard as they could merely to stand still.) By
the end of the decade, then, public education in America was facing not only
a loss of confidence but also the annual need to beg for additional funds
from an increasingly strained public purse.
The expansion of American education ha4 also generated dilemmas concerning curricula and educational standards. Prior to WorId War 11, about
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50 percent of all students in thecountry dropped out of high school before
graduation, and only 20 percent actually entered higher education. This
meant that in those years it was thought appropriate that public high schools
conducted tracking programs in which a quarter of their students were selected for "college preparation" and were required to take a tough, focused
curriculum; "vocational" curricula were provided for another quarter; and
"general education" was offered to the remainder (who would shortly leave
school). Contrast this with today's high school, where any student who withdraws from school before graduation is stigmatized as a "dropout," all students are encouraged to consider at least some form of post-secondary education, and tracking programs are widely questioned.
As timepassed, American high schools also made curricular adjustments
to accommodate the wider range of students they were now to serve. Some
schools began to offer a broader range of courses, many focused on "soft"
subjects (such as civics, health, personal development, or recreation), and
some changed the contents of core courses so as to make them more "interesting." Many also began to relax their requirements and academic standards
to encourage students to remain in school as long as possible. Thus, in many
schools students with potential interests in college were no longer required
to take foreign language courses, four years of English, or three years of science
and mathematics-which had been the norm for college-bound students in
earlier years-and grading procedures were modified to make academic failure less likely.
These adjustments were controversial, of course. Parents with degrees in
higher education could remember the tough, focused requirements and standards they had had to meet when preparing for college, and they became
alarmed by new policies that were apparently "shortchanging" their children.
Debates concerning curricula and standards had become common in school
boards and state legislatures by the late 1970s. Moreover, some people began
to reason that the "dedinig academic standards" of American high schools
would inevitably generate a matching dedine in academic achievement. (Such
reasoning made untenable' assumptions, of course. It ignored the fact that
the earlier tough curricula had never been applied to the majority of students
and assumed that high school students will only achieve if forced to do so by
tough requirements. Repeated studies have shown that students are more
likely to achieve when they are offered materials that are interesting and
relevant to their needs than when they are coerced.)
As schools expanded their programs, they also came under pressure to
provide better opportunities for blach, Hispanics, women, students with
disabilities, and other "minorities" who had been underrepresented among
college-bound elites in earlier years. This was, of course, a threat to older
people who had been members of those elites, since "social groups possessing
a relatively rare and highly valued commoditythat establishes their superiority
over other groups are reluctant to see that commodity more widely distrib-

uted."' And if this weren't bad enough, in the 1970s these pressures were
often generated by court decisions and the federal government, which had
the effect of reducing the powers of local school boards or of challenging the
prejudices of powerful groups in local communities. (Court decisions and
federal programs designed to promote racial desegregation, for example, were
often resented by prejudiced white school boards.) By the late 1970s, then,
some traditional power-holders were being threatened by changes in the public schools that they felt they could no longer control.
Finally, for years America has suffered from serious social problems that
place pressures on public schools. Sweral of these problems escalated significantly in the 1970s. Violence and drug use increased, the urban centers of
American cities were decaying, and poverty among America's children was
growing. As a result, educators forced to cope with these problems were
' coming under increased pressure, and since they were not provided with extra
resources to help them cope, their schools and programs often deteriorated.
By the end of the 1970s, then, American education was suffering from
many dilemmas-dilemmas perceived somewhat differently by educators,
school boards, suburbanites and urban dwellers, legislators, minorities, elite
groups, bigots, ideologues, and other sets of concerned citizens. Most would
have agreed, however, that public schools were then suffering from problems
that needed attention. Thus, many Americans were becoming worried about
education, and this worry set the stage for the critics and their actions.

The Entitlement of
Reactionary Voices
If the 1960s go down in history as the decade of liberal educational reform, the 1980s
will most likely be known as the decade of conservative restoration. Although many
reforms were eroding by the late 1970s. they came under direct amult in the 1980s,
especially after the election of Ronald Reagan.
-Fred L. Pincus (The rebirth of educational consenatism, 1984, p. 152)
Surely a major reason for increased criticism of schools in the 1980s was
that reactionary voices were given more credence in America during that
decade. When Americans elected Ronald Reagan, and afterwards George
Bush, to the presidency, they made the expression of right-wing ideologies
fashionable. Ideologues on the right had long been critical of the public
schools, and once avowed conservatives were in the White House, those criticisms were granted legitimacy and given prominence by the press. This was,
indeed, a break with recent history.
It's useful to look at the events that entouraged these reactionary ideas.
America has always supported conservative notions; indeed, for years ~olitical

thought in the United States has generally been to the right ofpolitical thought
in other advanced countries. Early in the 1970s,however, a number ofwealthy
people with sharply reactionary ideas began to work together to promote a
right-wing agenda in America. Their major tools for this were a set of wellfunded family foundations such as the Adolph Coors Foundation and the
John M. Olin Foundation among others. For the past two decades, these
foundations have undertaken various activities to "sell" reactionary views:
funding right-wing student newspapers, internships, and endowed chairs for
right-wing spokespersons on American campuses; supporting authors who
w i t e books hostile to American higher education; attempting to discredit
social programs and other products of "liberal" thought; supporting conservative religious causes; lobbying for reactionary programs and ideologies in
the federal Congress; and so forth.2
From the beginning, these same foundations have also invested heavily in
think-tanks or institutes that can be counted on to express ideas-organizations such as the Heritage Foundation, the Hudson Institute, the American
Enterprise Institute, the Hoover Institution, the Manhattan Institute, and the
Madison Center for Educational Affairs. Over the past twenty years, these
organizations have had a remarkable impact in America-in part, becanse
they are well funded; in part, because they are able to make use of the press;
and in part, because they have provided an alternative public forum for prominent people who had also served, or would later serve, in key federal posts.
The rhetoric they produced certainly helped to propel Ronald Reagan into
the presidency, and even today the propaganda they generate commands
significant press attention.
Despite its successes, this reactionary movement is not a monolith but
actually represents a variety of ideological strands. These include, for example:
classical conservatism a la Edmund Burke; "economic rationalism"; defense
of the rich; religious fundamentalism; suspicion of the federal government;
hostility to public education and the academy (in general) and to social research (in particular); and racial, sexist, and ethnic bigotry. Most analysts
have identitied several groups within this movement, and we distinguish here
among three of them that have expressed somewhat different views about
education: the Far Right, the Religious Right, and Neoconservatives.

The Far Rlght. A faction that had great influence during the early Reagan
years is the Far Right (sometimes called the New Right, the Radical Right,
or the Reactionary Right). One of the Far Right's major voices is the Heritage
Foundation, and at earlier points we've quoted some of that Foundation's
questionable opinions about education. Far Righters such as Edwin Meese
and David Stockman were prominent within the early Reagan White House,
Orrin Hatch and Jesse Helms can still be counted on to express Far Right
ideas in the United States Senate, and some Far Right tenets have appeared
in Rep. Newt Gingrich's "Contract with America."

In general, the Far Right blames the federal government for most of the
problems Facing American schools today. Fred Pincus, for example, quotes
the following from the Heritage Foundation:
The most damaging blows to science and mathematics education have come from
Washington. For the past 20 years, federal mandates have favored "disadvantaged"
pupils at the expense of those who have the highest potential to contribute positively to society. . . .By catering to the demands o f special-interest groups-radal
minorities, the handicapped, women, and non-English-speakingstudents-America's public schools have successfully competed for government funds, but have
done so at the expense of education as a whole?
Such views reveal hostility both to the public sector and to the interests of
minorities in American society.
Given such beliefs, a major goal of the Far Right has been to decentralize
education so that all federal involvement in education is abolishqd or "returned" to the states or local communities. At a minimum, this means abolishing the Department of Education, dosing down federal support for educational research, eliminating funds for categorical grants in education that
support minorities, and reducing the influence of federal courts.
In addition, some from the Far Right seem to believe that all public expenditures are inherently feckless or pernicious (pick one) and advocate reducing
the entire public sector as a matter of policy. -This has led to all sorts of
proposals for privatization-e.g.,
of the post office, of the W A , of state
prisons, of welfare services, and the like-proposals that have become more
strident since the demise of communist governments in the former Soviet
Union, where central planning had been excessive. And if other citizen services are to be privatized, why exempt the schools, which consume such a
large portion of public funds? In particular, economists of the Far Right
(such as Milton Friedman) have argued that public-school districts sl~ouldbe
replaced by a "free market" of competing private schools that are supported
through tax credits or voucher^.^
Regarding the interests of "minorities," the Far Right argues that increased
federal control has allowed powerful "vested interests" to have excessive influence in schools andthat balance will not be restored until control over schools
is "returned" to the states or local communities. (The vested interests they
have cited include, for example, teachers' unions, educational associations,
and federal bureaucrats; racial, religious, and ethnic minorities; women, the
disabled, and hornosemal-indeed, presumably, anyone who is not WASP,
male, and straight.)
To see how these ideas were expressed at the beginning of the Reagan
years, we turn to a document designed to affect the president's early policies.
In the second half of 1980, shortly ,before his election as president, Ronald
Reagan appointed an Education Policy Advisdy Committee that was to prepare a private set of recommendations for the new adminisintion. This group

was chaired by W. Glenn Campbell, director of the Hoover Institution, and
we have been given a document dated October 22, 1980, that is labeled a
"tentative draft" of the committee's report. We have been unable to locate
a copy of the submitted report, but Glenn Campbell has assured us that it
followed the "tentative draft" c10sely.~This "tentative draft" offers good insights into how the Far Right viewed education during this crucial period.
As one reads the "tentative draft," one is struck by how many of the myths
and themes of the Manufactured Crisis it expresses. Educational achievement
is reported to have dedined sharply m America, and SAT and NAEP data
are said to confirm this decline. Constant-dollar educational expenditures
are said to have tripled in recent years. Discipline is said to have broken
down in the schools. And thcse problems are seen as the product of federal
interference that favors unruly minorities, bilingualism, and persons with
disabiitics; encourages mediocrity; and slights talented students. Public
schools are called weak because they enjoy monopoly status, while private
schools are stronger became they must compete in the marketplace. Educational research is "largely propaganda." Standards are falling and costs are
rising in higher education because of federal harassment and because of the
imposition of racial and ethnic quotas. And to solve these problems, the
"tentative draft" suggests abolishing the Department of Education, restricting
categorical grants in education, reining in the courts, and funding voucher
plans to encourage private schools.
Members of the Education Policy Advisory Committee presumably had
reason to expect good things from these recommendations. Candidate Ronald
Reagan had already proposed to abolish the Department of Education and
was known to favor schoolvouchers. As it turned out, however, the committee
had less initial cffeci on administration policy than the Far Right had hoped.
President Reagan's first secretary of education was Terrel B d , former U.S.
comnissioner for education; and Terrel Bell did not favor abolishing the
Department of Education. In addition, educational issues were not high on
the president's early list of concerns. As a result, Bell was able to block some
of the Far Right agenda.6 everth he less, advocates for the Far Right remained
prominent in the early Reagan White House, and they influenced education
policy in various ways both during the Terrel Bell years and afterwards. Even
today, some claims and beliefs of Far Right rhetoric may be detected in
documents released by the Department of Education.

The Religious Right. A second reactionary faction, the Religious Right,
also became prominent in the early Reagan years. The core of this movement
seems to be represented by the Religious Roundtable, a network of leaders
who help to coordinate its activities. Prominent figures associated with it
include Jerry Falwell, Tim LeHay, Mel and Norn~aGabler, and former presidential candidate Pat Robertson. Although the Religious Right did not secure
"insider" positions in either the Reagan or Bush administrations, both admin-
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iitrations were beholden to it for political support and paid lip service to
some of its ideas. The Religious Right also remains active today and wielded
considerable influence at the 1992 Republican National Convention.
,In general, the Religious Right argues that federal controls have been used
to deny students the "right" to pray in schools; to restrict unfairly the teaching
of "scientific creationism"; to encourage the appearance of "dirty," "antifamily," "pro-homosexual," and "anti-American" books in school curricula;
and to enforce "cultural relativity" in courses on values and sex education.
In the typical rhetoric of religious fundamentalists, these "evils" are bundled
together as "secular humanism," a catch-all phrase that refers to educational
philosophies that are "human-centered rather than God-centered."' Such
"evils," they believe, can be countered only by doing away with federal controls in education or, paradoxically, by promoting federal laws or constitutionai' amendments that prohibit the government from imposing "secular
humanism" on public schools.
In addition, advocates among the Religious Right argue that because p"blic
schools are inm'tably used to promote "secular humanism," they are iniquitous and should be abolished completely! You might think that we're exaggerating this argument to make a point, but we aren't. According to one Religious
Right advocate, Robert Thoburn,
I imagine every Christian would agree that we need to remove the humanism
from the public schools. There is only one way to accomplish this: to abolish the

public schools. We need to get the government out of the education business.
AcCording to the Bible, education is a parental responsibility. It is not the place
of the govemment to be running a school ~ystem.~
And how should "Christians" proceed to dismantle public education? They
are urged to take all legitimate actions to hamper and discourage public
schools, such as arguing against them in public debates and voting No in all
school-bond elections. Moreover, "subversive" actions are also encouraged:
Christians should run for the school board. This may sound like strange advice.
After all, I have said that Christians should have nothing to do with the public
schools. What I meant was that Christians should not allow their children to have
anything to do with public schools. This does not mean that we should have
nothing to do with them.. . . Our goal is not to make the schools better. . . .
The goal is to hamper them, so they cannot grow. I . . Our goal as God-fearing,
uncompromised . . . Christians is to shut down the public schools, not in some
revolutionary way, but step by step, school by school, district by district?
So, apparently, running for the school board under false colors would also
be an acceptable means, given that the end is "pure."
Recommendations of the latter type held little charm for Ronald Reagan
or George Bush, but both tried to accommodate Religious Right educational
interests in their policies. Both made speeches f%oring school prayer and
"family values." Moreover, both argued that federal funds should be used to
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support religious schools through vouchers or other means. And the ideology
of the Religious Right has dearly promoted dissatisfaction with public education over the years, thus also helping set the stage for the Manufactured Crisis.

The Neoconsewatlves. By the mid-1980s, a third faction had begun
to emerge that claimed to represent "centrist" conservative thought, the
Neoconservatives. Many people associated with the Neoconservative movement have had ties to the American Enterprise Institute, another conservative
thii tank, and their ideas often appear in Public Interest, Commentary, or
(more recently) The New Republic. In addition, a set of intluential Neoconservatives-William Bennett, Chester Finn, Lamar Alexander, and Diane Ravitch-came to dominate federal education policy during the late Reagan years
and the Bush administration.
In general, Neoconservatives argue that American schools have suffered
from two serious problems: a history of social experiments concerned with
peripheral issues that made too many demands on schools and diverted them
from their basic missions, and excessive federal intervention to promote educational equity. As a result, they argue, academic standards and discipline
have eroded, and basic achievements in American schools have fallen and
now lag behind those of other countries. This threatens both the moral integration of the nation and its ability to compete with other industrialized
countries.
Neoconservatives also prescribe various steps that should be taken to meet
these problems: schools should recommit themselves to academic excellence
and require a larger number of basic-skills courses; higher academic standards
should be encouraged through tougher gtading procedures and national tests
of student achievement; schooIs should maintain discipline and reassert their
rights to discharge students who cannot meet reasonable standards for behavior; stress should be given to competitiveness and other values thought to be
"traditional" in America; and greater effort on the part of teachers should
be encouraged through merit pay, competency testing, and stronger requirements for teacher certification. Above all, schools and educators should be
made "accountable"; they should be required to provide objective evidence
of their accomplishments.
Neoconservatives also generally oppose the concepts of educational or
hiring quotas for minorities as "reverse discrimination" and argue that the
federal government has already "taken care o f ' most problems of educational
equity. (This may come as surprising news to the many thousands of educators who today serve the needs of minority students in desperately underfunded schools in urban ghettos and isolated rural areas.) In contrast with
the Far Right, however, Neoconservatives favor a strong educational role for
the federal govemment to ensure that schools carry out their mission. In
addition, Ne0~0nSe~ativeS
have been ambivalent about private schools, some

(James Coleman, for example) urging that the federal government provide
increased support for the private sector, others (such as the Twentieth Century Fund Task Force) arguing that "provision of free ~ u b l i ceducation must
continue to be a public responsibii~of high priority, while support of nonpublic education should remain a private ~bligation."'~
Neoconsemative ideas were not new in the 1980s, but they emerged influentially during the later Reagan years and the Bush administration. A good
deal of recent criticism of the schools reflects Neoconservative tenets.

policies will simply lead to the reproduction of a blatantly inequitable social
system."

Common Ideas. Despite their obvious differences, the three consewa-

Since 1983 the United States has been besieged by a series of reports that severely
criticize h e nation's public school system. In prose befitting a pnblic relations firm
preparing the nation for war, the reports discover massive problems in the schooh
and recommend hundreds of solutions that, taken together, would cost about as much
money as a major war.
-Ron Haskins, Mark Lanier, and Duncan MacRae, Jr. (The conlmission reports
and strategis of reform, 1988, p. 1)

"A Nation at Risk,"
The Human Capital Ideology,
and CRISIS Rhetorics

tive ideologies we have reviewed share basic ideas about American education.
AU three are offended by recent changes in public schools and would like to
retura to mythic "golden years," when schools were more to their liking.
AU believe that public education has recently "deteriorated." All tend to be
intolerant of the interests of minorities in education. All share a profound
mistrust of both educators and students. (The former are never portrayed as
trustworthy professionals; the latter are never thought to be capable of selfmotivated learning.) And all blame "defects" in the public schools for problems in the larger society and propose changes in federal policy that will
presumably cure those problems.
Moreover, spokespersons for both Far Right and Neoconservative positions argue that academic achievement has declined in recent years in American schools, and, given the dominance of these ideologies withii the Reagan
and Bush administrations, it is small wonder that those administrations promoted the myths that we tackle in this book Ideologues committed to these
beliefs have had little reason to challenge simplistic "evidence" that public
education was in trouble, and in the Reagan and Bush years they were provided marvelous opportunities to sell these beliefs from the bully pulpit of
the White House.
Since the defeat of George Bush in 1992, reactionary rhetorics about education have been given less attention. Nevertheless, many Americans (including
leaders in the Clinton administration) have embraced some ideas from these
rhetorics, and the congressional elections of 1994 resurrected many consemative tenets. So educators may have to contend with the debris of reactionary
educational thought for some time to come. Thus, it is worthwhile pointing
out that, since they reflea prejudices against minorities and tend to ignore or
misunderstand the realproblems ofAmerican schools, right-wing educational
agenda are usually misguided and are often dangerous. To quote Fred Pincus:
Like the more humane liberal policies of the 1960s and 1970s. [conservative]
educational policies have their o m ron~radictiuns.In a society charactcrizcd by
racism, dass conflict, and economic stagnation, there is little that the schools can
do to help create a better society. Liberal policies cafi make things less bad and
create limited avenues of upward mobility for a few individuals. Conservative

As far as the pubLc was concerned, the Manufactured Crisis began on
April 26, 1983-the date when, amidst much fanfare, the Reagan White
House released its critical report on the status of American schools, A Nation
arRisk In many ways this report was the "mother of all critiques" ofAmerican
education. The bashing of public education has long been a popular indoor
sport in America, but never before had cr~ticismof education appeared that

.
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was sponsored by a secretary of education in our national
government;
was prepared by such a prestigious committee;
was endorsed by a president of the United States;
made such explicit charges about a supposed recent, tragic dedine of
American education-charges said to be confirmed by both
longitudinal and comparative studies;
asserted that becaus'c of this putative dedine of education the nation
was losing its leadership in industry, science, and imovation;
assigned blame for said dedine to inadequacies in teaching programs
and inept educators; and
packaged its messages in such flamboyant prose.

To illustrate merely the last of these wonders, on its first page the report
asserted:
Our Nation is at risk Our once unchallenged preeminence in commerce, industry,
science and technological innovation is being overtaken by competitors throughout the world, . . . The educational foundations of our society are presently being
eroded by a rising tidc of mediocrity that threatens our very future as a nation
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. and a people.. . . If an unfriendly foreign power had attempted to impose on
America the mediocre educational performance that exists today, we might well
have viewed it as an act of war. As it stands, we have allowed this to happen to
. ourselves. . . We have, in effect, been committing an act of unthinking, unilateral
educational disarmament.'2

.

This was heady stuff. Never before had such trenchant rhetoric about education appeared from the White House. As a result, the press had a field day,
tens of thousands of copies of A Nation At Risk were distributed, and many
Americans thereafter read or heard, for the first time, that our public schools
were "truly" failing.
Tenel Bell was then secretary of education. Bell had previously helped to
prevent Reaganaughts from dismantling the federal Department of Education.
Why, then, did he sponsor the committee that prepared this alarming report?
At afl, individual level, it appears that Bell sincerely believed in the simple
idea that "declining academic standards" in American high schools inevitably
meant that achievement had also declined, and he felt he had to do "something" to awaken concern for education within the White ~ o u s e . " At a
deeper level, however, A Nation At Risk merely gave public voice to charges
about education that right-wing ideologues had already been telling one another. Thus, it served to publicize tenets of conservative educational thought
and was, as a result, embraced with enthusiasm by right-wing troops in the
Reagan White House. (Actually, their enthusiasm was tempered. A Nation
At Risk also called for raising the salaries of teachers and for increased federal
funding of education, but these recommendations were conveniently ignored
by the White House.)
The White House was not alone, however, in sponsoring critiques of public
schools in the early 1980s. The same years also produced an explosion of
independently generated books and commission reports about American education, some well meaning and scholarly, some not, 011 m'tical. Consider just
the titles of some of these documents:
High School: A Report on Secondary Education in America
A Place Called School: Prospects for the Future
America's Competitive Challenge: The Need for a National Response
Action for Excellence: A Comprehensive Plan to Improve our Nation's
Schools
Making the Grade
Business and Education: Partners for the Future
Horace's Compromise: The Dilemma of the American High School
Investing in our Children: Business and the Public S ~ h o o l s . ' ~ J ~
Why did so many highly critical reports a b o u t h e r i c a n education suddenly appear in the early 1980s? In part, these works expressed legitimate
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concerns. But they also reflected the blossoming of conservative ideologies
then underway. In addition, many of these works revealed concerns about
an economic crisis thought to be pending for American business, coupled
with a belief that this crisis was linked to changes needed in education.16
In the early 1980s, concern began to be expressed by business leaders that
the American economy was not keeping pace. Analysts began to refer to the
"deindustrialization of America" and to observe that the United States had
lost its once-competitive advantage in labor-intensive industrie~.'~
This suggested that America needed to develop a new industrial policy in order to
"transfer labor-intensive, low-skill production to Third World developing
countries, at the same time maintaining control over the entire world production process in ways that ensure the future competitive supremacy of the
United State~."'~Such
a need, in turn, implied that American schools should
be training their students for somewhat different jobs-but what might those
jobs be?
Answers to this question involved assumptions about the likely effects of
automation, computers, robotics, lasers, telecommunications, and other new
technologies on the labor market. Conventional wisdom had it that these
technological innovations would gradually make manual labor obsolete but
that America could enjoy a new burst of technological growth and development-with associated increases in productivity and standard of living-if
only its labor system generated skilled workers able to plan and implement
that kind of growth." Thus, our educational system should stress skills appropriate to the new technologies-technological visualization; abstract reasoning; mathematical, scientific, and computer expertise; knowledge of specific
technologies and production techniques; individual initiative; and so
forth-because the evolving job market will need more workers with these
skills.
This argument was actually an offshoot of yet another ideology that had
evolved m the nineteenth century but that flowered in the late 1950s concerning "Human Capital."zo Human Capital theorists argued that education
should be thought of as "investing" in human resources and that appropriate
investments in education can benefit industry and fuel the national economy.
In early years this argument had been seized by canny industrialists, who
realized they could reduce costs if the public schools could only be persuaded
to provide the specialized training their firms would otherwise have to fund
in apprenticeship programs. In addition, Human Capital arguments became
a strong catalyst for the growth of educational systems in underdeveloped
countries.
Although it remains popular today, Human Capital theory has never been
supported by much evidence. In addition, analysts have raised questions
about whether the new technologies will actually ueate or destroy more
jobs." They have pointed out that "unlike other technologies which increase
the productivity of the worker, the robot actually replaces the worker. That

indeed is one of the prime tasks for which robots are builtnz2 and that it
takes only a small number of highly trained people to design the robots,
computers, and machinery that will replace large numbers of dangerous and
boring jobs. Such arguments suggest that conventional industrial thinking
about education was flawed, that the proposals it advocated would not have
worked in any case. Indeed, recent employment statistics suggest that job
growth is appearing not in "high t e c h industries, but rather in service occupations and in the skilled crafts.
Nevertheless, conventional wisdom largely held sway. And as the business
community came to thii that deindustrialition was indeed a looming
problem, and that this problem required changes in American schools, it
began to sponsor reform reports that sought to remold education in "appropriate" ways. These reports argued that schools should:
Revise their curricula to give more stress to information-age subjects
and to science and mathematics;
"Intensify" their programs by lengthening the school day or year, by
raising.academic standards, and by increasina core curricular
requirements:
Assist students with school-to-work transition problems;
Stock classrooms with "the latest" instructional materials and
I
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1
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1

computers;
Stress achievement, individual initiative, free enterprise, and other
values thought to help students become information-age leaders;
Require upgraded levels of technical competency among teachers and
provide programs to increase teachers' skills;
Identify talented students at an early age and provide them with
"enriched" educational experiences (and thus adopt or strengthen
ability-grouping programs).
Some of these proposals would have generated changes that could benefit
any student in the school. Others, however, such as the last we listed above,
would have turned back the clock and recommitted America to an elitist
model for education. In fairness, concern for the elitist implications of some
of their recommendations often appeared in the reform reports, and most
of the reports paid at least lip semce to both "excellence" and "equity."
Despite such protestations, however, most of the reports did not make clear
how the twin goals of excellence and equity could be achieved whiie adjusting
school programs to meet "the problem of deindustrialization." In addition,
many of the recommendations made in the reports would have required
additional funds for schools, and enthusiasm f ~ l ' ~ r o v i d hthese
g funds has
'not been great in recent years.
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Although most of their recommendations were not funded, the reform
reports certainly have had an effect on education. First, some of their proposals are still being debated as ways of "improving" American schools. Proposals
for "intensifying" school programs, for example, by increasing hours in the
school day or days in the school year, by assigning more homework, by
covering more subject matter during lessons, and so forth, have proved popular among politicians-possibly because they appear to offer more bang for
the same educational bucks. And some of the proposals the reports made to
"strengthen" curricula in the sciencesand mathematics eventuallyfound their
way into George Rush's America 2000 agenda and Bill Clinton's recent Goals
2000 legislation.
Second, the reports led to calls for greater contact between educators and
industrial leaders. Such contact was needed, the argument went, to make
education relevant to industrial needs, to increase the employability of graduates, and to improve productivity-thus enhancing America's ability to compete successfully in the global economy.23 In response to these calls, many
school districts set up "Adopt a School" programs or other arrangements
that allowed members of the business community to exert more influence
on their local schools.
Unfortunately, such programs also bring problems. For one thing, they
can lead to overemphasizing the needs of business or industry when making
decisions about education. They may lead, for example, to overstressing technological curricula rather than curricula concerned with moral, social, or
aesthetic concerns. The latter, we would argue, are not only necessary for a
well-rounded education but also may do more, finally, to preserve our democracy than a cuniculum that focuses largely on business needs. In addition,
when industrial leaders are given unique leadership roles in education, it is
assumed, in effect, that they are peculiarly able to estimate the future educational needs of American society. This seems a dubious assumption; industrialists are often very bright people, but we know of no evidence to suggest
that they are more prescient than other thoughtful leaders in the community.
Above all, the reform 'reports reinforced the belief, fust announced in A
Nation at Risk, that American education is in deep CRISIS. Moreover, the
education crisis message has since been repeated endlessly by leaders in both
government and industry and has been embraced by a host of journalists,
legislators, educators, and other concerned Americans. Thus, in a September
1991 address by President Bush: "The ringing school bell sounds an alarm,
a warning to all of us who care about the state of American education.. . .
Every day brings new evidence of crisis." And from a September 1991 article
in Time magazine entitled "Can this man [Lamar Alexander, the newly appointed secretary of education] save our schools?":
By almost every measure, thc nation's schools are mired in mediocrity-and most
Americans know it. Whether it is an inner-city high school with as many security

checkpoints as a Third World airport, or a suburban middle school where only
the "geeks" bother to do their homework, the school too ohen has become a
place in which to serve time rather than to learn. The results are gnmly apparent:
clerks at fast-food restaurants who need computerized cash registers to show them
how to make change; Americans who can drive but cannot read the road signs;
a democracy in which an informed voter is a statistical oddity.%
The trouble with such messages is that they can lead to quick-fix or damaging "solutions" for minor distresses and to ignoring the truly serious problems
of education and American society that need long-term effort. People can
become blase when critics cry educational "wolf" too often.
Americans need to keep two ideas about education dearly separated. The
first is the notion that American schools are generally "mediocre." As we
have shown repeatedly, the evidence simply does not support this claim. The
seqond is that some American schools are terrible places. This is certainly
true, but it is largely true because those schools lack resources and must
contend with some of society's worst social problems. Thus, hysterical utterances about a broad, fictive crisis in American education are not only lies;
when they are beheved, they are likely to confuse and derail efforts that are
badly needed to help our neediest schools. The Sandia Report expressed it thus:
Although we have shownthat there are indeed some seriousproblems at all levdsof
education, we believe that much of the current rhetoric goes well beyond assisting
reform, and actually hinders it. Much of the "crisis" commentary today professes
total system-wide failure in education. Our research shows that this is simply not
true. Many claim that the purpose of the rhetoric is to garner funding for reform;
but, if these funds are used to alleviate a nonexisting "crisis," education and
educators will suffer in the long run?'

School-Bashing and Governmental
Scapegoating
School-bashingenjoys a long and rich tradition in this connv. It appeals to the public,
it grabs attention, and it doesn't cost anything.
-Richard M. Jaeger (World class standards, choice, and privatization. 1992.
p. 124)
As far as we're

concerned, many of our political and corporateleaders are using educatlonal reform as a scapegoat for probkm schools didn't cause and can't t
h We
believe many of these elected leaders and their corporate sponsors are enga~ingin a
conspiracy-a conspiraq against candor with the Anlelican people.
-Joe Schneider and Paul Houston (Exploding the Mytkr, 1993, p. 3)
We turn now to more subtle reasons for the Manufactured Crisis. At least
some recent attacks on schools have come from elitists who are against the

whole idea of public education. Such elitism is not new, of courseF6 There
have always been those-such
as Richard Herrnstein and Charles Murray-who refuse to believe in the intelligence of the poor or who never want
to share rhe advantages of education with "common people."
Some criticisms of education are simple scapegoating, however. It is no
longer fashionable in most American settings to blame the economic and
social tragedies of contemporary life on an "international Jewish conspiracy"
or on the "lack of motivation or talent" of Irish American. African American,
Polish American, or Mexican American workers. "Greedy union bosses" cannot be blamed anymore, since the country no longer has strong unions. Rightwing politicians still hurl charges against welfare "cheaters," but these chqges
pale because the amounts spent on welfare are small potatoes compared with
the amounts recently used to bail out the savings and loan companies. (Moreover, the savings and loan robbery of the American people was ~erpetrated
by nice, upper-class, well-educated, religious white men from two-parent
households-the kind of Americans whom we are supposed to admire.) But
blame for society's ills, of which there seem to be so many, needs to be
assigned somewhere. And one visible, ordinarily passive, relatively defenseless
group is still available. Thus, since the early 1980s, Americans have been told
relentlessly by prominent leaders that ours is "a nation at risk" because its
schools and teachers have failed us.
Actually, attacking the public schools has long been a popular pastime in
America. To illustrate, a 1900 article in Gunton's Magazine told us, "The
mental nourishment we spoon-feed our children is not only rninccd but
peptonized so that their brains digest it without effort and without benefit
and the result is the anaemic inteUigence of the average American schoolhi id."^' (Although the language is quaint, the message seems to be familiar.)
Again, in 1909 the AtlanticMonthly criticized the schools for: (a) not teaching
enough facts, (b) not teaching thinking skills, and (c) not preparing yount
people for jobs.Z8 (DOCSthis also sound familiar?)
Our favorite early example comes, however, from the Ladies Home Journa
of 1912. There, Ella Francis Lynch criticized the schools because life in Amer
ica had changed and the schools had not changed with it. Lynch had a wonder
ful way with words. She asked if the millions of middle-class women w h ~
were her readers could
imagine a more gossly stupid, a more genuinely asinine system tenaciously pel
sisted in to the fearful detriment of over seventeen million children and at a co!
to you of over four-hundred and three d o n dollars each year-a system t h
not only is absolutely ineffective in its results, but also actually harmful in that
throws every year ninety-three out of wery one hundred children into the worl
of action absolutely unfitted for wen the simplest tasks of life? Can you wondl
that we have so lnmy inefficientmen and women; that in so many families the
are so many failures; that our boys and girls can make so linle money that in 01
case they are driven into the saloons from discouragement, and in the other in

brothels to save themselves from starvation? Yet that is exactly what the publicschool system is today doing, and has been doingF9
School bashing was not confined to the first years of the century, of course.
Time magazine charged in 1949 that the schools were failing to teach traditional subject matter because it was too concerned with life-adjustment education?' The year 1951 seems to have been a particularly good year for criticism. From Readers Digat and Scientific Monthly in that year one learned
that
there were complaints from hstrated university professors and angry business
people that public school students were woefully unprepared for college as well
as for work. The typical high school student could not write a dear Enghsh sentence, do simple mathematics, or Gnd common geogaphical locations such as
Boston or New York City. There were no basic standards.. . . The schools also
I
were ignoring religion. The curriculum was inappropriate for lie at mid-century,
giving students worthless information and outdated training and worst of all,
boring them. As one critic put it: "We are offering them a slingshot education in
a hydrogen-bomb age."3L
Nor was 'this all. The 1950s also witnessed savage criticisms of the schools
in books by Arthur Bestor, Albert Lynd, and Admiral Hyman Rickover-and
this was during a decade of unprecedented growth in and optimism about
American ed~cation!~'
Consider, for example, Admiral Rickover's comments:
Everyone is aware today that our educational system has been allowed to deteriorate. It has been going downhii for some years without anythingreally constructive
having been done to arrest the decline, stii less to reverse its course. We thus
have a chronic crisis; an unsolved problem as grave as any that faces our country
today. Unless this problem is dealt with promptly and effectively the machinery
that sustains our level of material prosperity and political power will begin to slow
down."
(Makes one wonder how America has managed to survive the past thirtyfive years, does it not?) Nor have such wholesale attacks on American education ceased in subsequent decades-take a look, for example, at recent books
by Paul Copperman and AUan Bloom.j4
Why on earth should school bashing be so popular in our country? Perhaps
playwright Jane Wagner had it right when she said "I personally think we
developed language because of our deep inner need to complain." But Americans seem to attack schools in particular because they have such unrealistic
expectations of those schools, and become disgruntled when the schools cannot meet those expectations. Moreover, many Americans seem to remember
the boredom or repeated failures they experienced in classrooms where public
. competitions and competitive evaluations are practiced endlessly. And, as
Richard Jaeger suggested in the quotation with which we began this section,
attacks on the schools are attention-grabbing add cost very little-indeed,
.they often make money for the attackers.

In addition, most American schools are, after all, public institutions and
are subject to public scrutiny and review. Public education also eats up large
chunks of tax dollars; educators and their supporters are forever calling for
additional support funds; and nobody likes to pay taxes. And educators are
a relatively passive group, often h o m working- or middle-class backgrounds,
who have an embattled professional status and who are also likely to be
women-a traditionally unempowered group. In sharp contrast, many of the
critics have been males who were educated in private schools and who presently enjoy secure and prestigious positions.
And if these weren't reasons enough, American teachers actually set themselves up for attack because of some of their most responsible, professional
conduct. How does this occur? As it happens, Americans are very likely to
take personal credit when they succeed in difficult tasks.35 Not only is this
tendency widespread in the United States, but it is also approved of b y h e r i cans who associate it with creating the appearance of being able to cope.36
Moreover, the tendency is promoted in American schools by teachers, who
encourage students to believe that they are personally responsible for their
successes in schools. But if students are to take personal responsibility for
their successes, what does that say about the teachers who helped them to
succeed? According to data presented by Philip Tetlock, teachers are most
approved of when they downplay their own contributions to student succe~ses.~'Should we then be surprised if others sooner or later take teachers'
self-deprecatory styles as evidence of incompetence?
But the question remains, why were America's educators so often scapegoated in the 1980s, and why did government leaders-for the first time in
American history-then lead this attack on the schools? Three reasons presumably lay behind this action by the White House. First, as we noted above,
for the f i s t time ever Americans had elected a government composed of
individuals who subscribed to reactionary ideologies that condemned public
schools, and when they scapegoated education, that government was just
expressing publicly the hostile notions that right-wing ideologues had been
telling one another in recent years.
Second, the administrations of Ronald Reagan and George Bush came
under strong pressure from Human Capitalists in industry who wanted extensive and expensive modifications in American education. But both administrations were concerned with other matters and had no intention of spending
additional dollars on education. (In fact, despite suggestions to the contrary,
federal support for education declined in constant-value-dollar terms during
most of the Reagan and Bush years.) Human Capitalists tend to be powerful
business leaders, however, and neither Ronald Reagan nor George Bush
wanted to annoy them. Consequently, both paid lip service to educational
reform. Indeed, George Bush styled himself "The Education President." But
they tried to shift the burden of that reform to the states, local communities,

.

parents, and, above all, educators, who were deemed to be both incompetent
and responsible for education's problems. A paradox, indeed.
Third, the Reagan and Bush administrations were faced with escalating
domestic social problems that neither government wanted to tackle. (Rather,
the Reagan and Bush a d m i t r a t i o n s generally represented interests of the
rich, and many of America's social problems got worse during their tenures-see Chapter 6.) Thus, both administrations had reasons for diverting
America's attention from federal failures to deal with domestic problems,
and one way to do this was to blame those problems on educators and the
schools.
None of these reasons compliments the Reagan and Bush administrations,
of course, and other reasons might also be unearthed for the recent explosion
of educational scapegoating. Our basic concern, however, is not with assigning blame but rather with countering the evil effects that scapegoating imposes
on innocent people. Educators are not responsible for most of the reputed
shortcomings of American schools, let alone for the ovenvhelming problems
in American society. Indeed, most of.the "shortcomings" of schools suggested
by critics are nonexistent; and in most cases American educators are coping
well with intellectually complex, emotionally demanding, time-consuming,
and often dangerous tasks.
Rather than leading us to ruin, the vast majority of teachers and admiistrators run a school system that works well for most American children.
Educators in the schools with the least support-those who serve children
who need the most help-are indeed having a hard time; These schools may
indeed be failing, but as we have noted before, the causes of their failure
usually lie outside the school building. Such causes are embedded in the
problems and social inequities of our society, which many of our politicians
seem wonderfully able to ignore.

Self-Interest Versus Public Interest
When I first heard about America ZOO0 and its provisions for diverting public funds
to private schools, I classified it as just another attempt to reinforce the image of the
Education President.. . . Further probing of the evidence, howcver, has convinced me
that America 2000 is more than a mere quest for image.
Total expenditures for public elementary and secondary education have grown
steadily over the past three decades.. . . It takes no special insight to realize that, as
the original forty-niners might have said, "Thar's gold in them thar hills!"
-Richard M. Jaeger (1992b, p. 125)
It is also useful to discuss briefly some of tHe more inyidious, self-serving
reasons why critics may have attacked education during the past few years.

We examine these with reluctance. Most Americans like to think well of their
fellow citizens, and some people will find it hard to believe that criticism of
schools may also be motivated by hidden selfish interests; and yet, such interests often underlie campaigns of public advocacy.
To illustrate, rich and powerful people often create marvelous explanations
for why they should continue to enjoy their privileges. Consider, for example,
the many creative rationales offered by the tobacco industry for discounting
or hiding research that links smoking with cancer, or the huge panoply of
"disinterested" objections to national health care voiced by rich doctors, drug
companies, and insurance executives. Such statements are obvious masks for
self-interest. It seems at least possible that similar self-interest may have also
motivated some recent actions of the critics of education.
For example, take the case of arguments for vouchers that could be used
to support private schools. In Chapter 6 we review evidence showing how
federal policies generated massive transfers of income and wealth to rich
people during the Reagan and Bush years. Ronald Reagan and George Bush
are both rich people, as are many of their friends. Many of their own or thei~
friends' children have attended high-status, expensive, private high schools
and George Bush himself graduated from such an academy. Both the Reagar
and Bush administrations favored vouchers, and in the spring of 1991 thf
latter brought forth America 2000, a proposed educational policy that woulc
have provided, among other things, tax-supported vouchers that could bt
used in private schools. One does not need Albert Einstein to explain that i.
such a program were adopted, tuition charges at high-status, expensive, pri.
vate high schools could be reduced. Do you suppose that self- or class-interest!
helped to motivate these enthusiasms for vouchers?
Critics in the federal administration may have had other selfish reason:
for lambasting public schools. As readers may know, Chrii Whittle is a busi.
ness tycoon from Tennessee who operates a business that provides vide(
equipment and news programming for schools in exchange for guarantee:
that those schools will show students two minutes of television commercial
each day. Lamar A l m d e r , secretary of education in the Bush administratio1
and a former governor of Tennessee, is a long-time friend of Chris Whittle':
His dose connections with the Whittle Communications enterprise are docu
mented in a recent article by Jonathan Kozol, which indicates that Alexande
had previously served on Whittle's board, worked as a consultant for Whittle
and had profited greatly from transactions of Whittle stock3s Moreover, u
March of 1991, the Wall Street Journal suggested that other leaders in th
Department of Education had also benefited from relationships wit
Whittle.39
Suspicions that education policies under George Bush reflected Whitd
interests escalated in 1991 when, in quidc succession, the Bush administratio
published America 2000 (which called for school vouchers); Chris Whittl
formed a new business, the Edison Project, responsible for a proposed coast

to-coast network of profit-making schools (which would have benefited
greatly had America 2000 become law); and Chester Finn, former assistant
secretary of education (a consistent critic of public schooling and a major
architect of America 2000).signed on to work for the Edison Project. Strange.
Industrial leaders may also have selfish motives for criticizing the schools.
To illustrate, during the 1980s industrialists began to complain about an
anticipated "shortage" of engineers and scientists. Moreover, those cornplaints were endorsed by Erich Bloch, then head of the National Science
Foundation, who used flawed data to support his arguments. (We detail this
sad s t o v later in the chapter.) These actions stimulated a greater supply of
scientists and engineers who could be employed by industv, and, as the
actions were largely successful, the salaries that industries now need to pay

for scientists and engineers have fallen dramatically. Is it possible that industrialists had this outcome in mind when they issued their complaints?
This does not mean that all advocates for policies that would harm public
schools have hidden selfish motives. On the contrary, some announce their
selfish motives openly. Such is often the case, for example, in arguments for
vouchers made by representatives of private, sectarian schools. People making
these arguments may be quite open about the benefits that vouchers would
provide their constituents; indeed, they often suggest how "unfair" it is that
parents whose children attend private schools should have to pay both publicschool taxes and private-school tuition. Voucher programs, they argue, would
merely rectify an "injusticen-an argument which suggests that rationalizations for private interests are by no means confined to the rich.

We don't want to suggest that all criticisms of education or proposals for
reforming public schools are motivated by crass, selfish interests. Indeed,
some criticism of education comes 6 o m people with genuine concern for
the problems faced by our schools and are focused on the pans of education
that clearly need fixing. But some school bashing certainly seems to reflect
the special interests of the critics themselves; friends or business interests of
the critics; or the ideological, racial, ethnic, religious, or dass interests that
critics represent. Such possibilities should alert us all to read criticism of the
public schools with a healthy dose of skepticism.

American Individualism and the
Powers of Education

I

The cool, dtrintcrestcd judgment of thuusand- uf investigators shows h a t wccess or
hilure lies withii the pcrsun himself [ r k ] rather than with outside conditions.
-A;

early twentieth-centurybusiness analyst (quoted in Wyllie, 1954, pp. 32-33)

Since many people have criticized American education over the years, it
seems likely that this criticism also reflects beliefs, expectations, and myths
that are widely shared in American society.
One such myth concerns individual efficacy and the powers of education.
Americans tend to assume that most social outcomes are generated by the
characteristics of individuals-rather than, say, by unfair laws, struchlral
forces in the society, industrial greed, accidents, or divine intervention. And
we also believe that schools are given broad responsibility for molding individuals so that they are more likely to experience positive outcomes. This is all
very well, but what happens when social outcomes are negative? And what
happens when, as in the past twenty years, social problems escalate in America? What happens when American industries lose out to foreign competitors,
when more and more people lose their jobs, when crime rates soar, when
the country must deal with high rates of violence and drug addiction, when
the divorce rate shoots up, or when Americans suffer in increasing numbers
from sexually transmitted diseases? By extension of the above logic, the individuals experiencing those soual problems are (obviously) responsible for
their fates, the schools those individuals attended have (obviously) failed in
their missions, and those schools should be brought to account.
Let's decompose this argument into its constituent beliefs. The first is the
myth of individual qqicacy. Almost since the countrfs founding, Americans
have shared a tenacious belief that individuals in this country are largely
responsible for their own outcomes, their o h successes or failures. Thus,
defymg all odds, the person with enough skills and energy, and right attitude

can succeed. And the person who fails does so because of factors that he or
she might have c0ntrolled.4~Robert Reich provides a good description of
this myth in his "American morality tale of the Triumphant Individual":
This is the story of the little guy who works hard, takes risk, believes in himself,
and eventually earns wealth, fame, and honor. It's the parable of the self-made
man (or, more recently, woman) who bucks the odds, spurns the naysayers, and
shows what can be done with enough driw and guts. . . .The theme recurs in the
tale of Abe Lincoln, log splitter from Illinois who goes to the White House; in
the hundred or so novellas of Horatio Alger, whose heroes all rise promptly and
predictably from rags to riches. . . ; and in the American morality tales of the
underdog who eventually makes it, showing up the bosses and bullies who try to
put h i down; think of Rocky or lacocca. Regardless of the precise form, the moral
is the same: With enough guts and gumption, anyone can make it on their own
in America."

f

As Reich suggests, Americans often tell one another versions of the myth of
individual efficacy and assume that such tales have the effect of encouraging
individual accomplishment.
Evidence also confirms American acceptance of the individualism myth.
James Kluegel and Eliot Smith reported data from a 1980 national survey of
Americans' beliefs about economic inequality?* Respondents were asked to
rate the importance of various causes of wealth and poverty, some focused
on the individual, some focused on circumstances. Exhibit 4.2 gives the percentages of respondents who said that each of the listed conditions was a
"
very important" cause for poverty. As can be seen, only three causes were
thought to be "very important" by a majority of respondents, and those three
were all associated with the individual. (Similar results were reported for
causes of wealth.) What this suggests is that in 1980, most Americans assumed
that the individual was largely responsible if he or she became poor-despite
years of media coverage indicating that American poverty is often a result of
involuntary unemployment, substandard wages, medical emergencies, family
crises, or other circumstances beyond individual control.
Why do Americans embrace the myth of individual efficacy? Commentators suggest that this tendency is rooted in both American political history
and in the weak structure of American institutions, which provide fewer
"safety nets" than are provided in other Western countries. At the same time,
the numbers suggest that acceptance of the individualism myth is by no means
universal. Kluegel and Smith also looked at which Americans were most and
least likely to endorse the myth, and-lo-they
found that beliefs about
individual efficacy were weaker among people who were most likely to have
experienced economic failure or discrimination-namely, those who were
young, black, female, impoverished, or from poorer sections of the country.
Q e researchers commented, "The picture of the prototypical believer in the
[myth of individualism that] emerges quite dearly and, perhaps not coinci-
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Let us call such beliefs the myth of unbounded insfructional responsibility.
Is there any evidence to back up the notion that Americans embrace this
myth? Indeed there is. Look again at Exhibit 4.2. Of the four causes for
poverty associated with circumstances, the cause involving schools received
the highest rating for importance, which means that in 1980 Americans
judged schools to have more of an effect on poverty than low wages, lack of
jobs, or being taken advantage of by the rich. Moreover, a wide range of
other studies have also reported that Americans hold broad expectations for
the ability of schools to help students accomplish many goals in life.
Why should Americans hold such broad expectations for schools?Perhaps
it is because they reflect a history of educational advocacy by influential
Americans, rangingfrom Thomas Tefferson to Horace Mann, Edward A. Ross,
John Dewey, and others who have argued that schools should be viewed as
coming to replace the church, family, and community as the primary institution for socializing young people, thus solving a broad range of social problems in the country. Moreover, America's broad expectations for schools
contrast with narrower expectations that have generally evolved in other
Western countries.
American educators and their supporters have also generally embraced the
myths of individual efficacy and unbounded instructional responsibility. Such
myths flatter the public schools and may (it is hoped) promote additional
financial support for education. But when educators embrace such myths
they also make schools more vulnerable to criticism. Many social problems
worsened during the past two decades in America,and if Americans believe
(a) that the individuals who suffer from those problems are personally responsible for them, and (b) that the schools they attended had the ability, but
failed, to educate those people for better conduct, the fat is indeed in the
fire. How many times recently have you heard or read one or more of the
following complaints?
Because schools have provided sex education courses-or, sometimes,
have failed to provide sex education courses(!)-young people are
more promiscuous, teenage pregnancy rates have soared, and we
suffer from the AIDS epidemic

that Americans believe that schools can and should assist students in intellectual tasks AND political tasks AND economic tasks AND social tasks. This
does not mean that American schools can actually accomplish such a wide
range of tasks, of course. (Indeed, evidence concerning the accomplishment
of many of these tasks is, at Set,skimpy.) But Americans tend to share a
wide range of beliefs about the potential ability of their schools to do a great
deal.

Because schools have failed, too many Americans are illiterate, lack
basic mathematical skill, are ignorant of geography, or cannot write
or spell correctly

I

Because schools have failed, Americans do not vote, cannot name
their senators, tolerate urban corruption, and know less about the
history of their country than people do elsewhere
Because American schools have failed, gangs of youth roam the
streets, drug use has soared, and urban-violence dominates our cities

Because American schools have failed, American youths lack the work
ethic, Christian values, concern for the environment, the habit of
thrift, and respect for the flag
Because schools have failed, the American economy is currently
deteriorating-indeed, "our educational system is failing miserably to
prepare young people for todafs competitive wo~ld."'~
Thus, beliefs in the myths of individual efficacy and unbounded instructional responsibility can become a major force generating criticism of public
schools when, as in recent years, social problems are getting worse in America.
Unfortunately, American educators have often k e n guilty of "selling" both
of these myths. And the selling of myths can be dangerous.

The Use, Misuse, and Abuse of
Evidence
Why all the fuss, then?How, if at all, did the criticisms of the 1980s ditfer from those
that had come before? I believe that h e y mered in three important ways: they were

more vigorous and pervasive; they were putatively buttressed by data from crossnational studies of educational achievement; and, coming at a time when Americans
seemed to be feeling anxious about their place in the world, they gave wery indication
of being potentially more dangerous and desuuaive.
-Lamence Cremin (Popular Education and 11s Discontents, 1990, pp. 6-7)

,

We turn finally to a factor that sharply increased the force of recent criticisms. As never before, those criticisms were often bolstered by claims of
evidence-by supposed findings from national surveys and cross-cultural and
historical research-that seemed to point to shortcoming in American education. Whereas authors in the past could only cite anecdotes or personal
opinions to back their criticisms of education, critics in the 1980s were able
to draw on a host of "negative" findings from massive studies that apparently
confirmed the poor performance of American schools.
Such negative findings seem to have played two roles in critical thinking
about education. In some cases, particularly in the early 1980s, specific negative findings were apparently unexpected. These seem to have been accepted
without question by critics, and became, in effect, a force that helped to
generate sincere concern about American schools. More recently, however,
ideologically driven criticism of the schools has grown more strident, and
negative h d m g s known to be questionable or wrong are now being cited in
that criticism-findings that are often d r a d from unidentified or secondary
sources, and are used as ritualized support for lambasting education.49

Simplistic Analyses. As we have made dear, most of these apparently
negative findings about school effects are chimerical. Or, to quote The Sandia
Repofl, "much of the nonproductive rhetoric surrounding education today
is based on improper use of simplistic data."50 American education faces
structural problems that are unique in the Western world, and American
schools today serve the needs of students from a very broad range of ethnic,
social class, and economic backgrounds. And once these factors are taken
into account, it turns out that American schools today are actually doing
quite well. This fact illustrates the first of several points we want to make
about the misuse of evidence.
Let us assume that one is shown a simple graph, table, or statistic from
survey data showing that student achievement in America is lower than student achievement in other countries. Does this mean that inadequacies in
American schools "caused" this result? To jump to this conclusion is tempting
but ~nwise,since other forces could easily have produced such a result.
To understand how this can happen, consider the effects of poverty on
student achievement. Many, many studies have shown that impoverished
students do badly in school. Moreover, a much larger proportion of students
live in poverty in the United States than in other Western countries. (This
dismal fact may surprise some readers; data confirming it are given in Chapter
6.) Taken together, these two facts mean that if one compares only the simple,
aggregated achievement scores of students in Western nations, the United
States is bound to look bad simply because it has to contend with more
student poverty.
How, then, does one estimate the h u e effects of American schools on
student achievement in multinational studies?To do this, in the analysis one
must control for the effects of other crucial factors that are also related to
achievement, such as student poverty. This can be done in various ways.
Sometimes the analyst will construct a graph or table showing disaggregated
levels of achievement for students who are and who are not impoverished
in the countries compared. On other occasions the analyst may use complex
statistical techniques (such as "regression analysis") that allow one to estimate
the independent impact of several different factors-such as nationality and
student poverty-that have concurrent effects on school achievement. Regardless of the technique used, when one conducts an analysis that also controls for the effects of other crucial factors, one may discover surprising h g s
about national differences in school achievement. Sometimes the apparent
national diierences that appeared in simplistic analyses are increased; sometimes they are reduced sharply; sometimes they are even reversed!
This suggests a general point that we shall call the "Principle of Control,"
which states that to estimate the true effect of a factor using survey data one
MUST control, in the analysis, for the effects of other crucial factors that can
affect the relationship. Trained data analysts are very aware of this principle-indeed, it is one of the first things taught in courses on statistics. More-

over, the general public is also coming to understand the principle. Consider,
for example, the many demands people have made to apply controls in studies
of the effects of tobacco smoking on lung cancer.
But why then have so many critics been willing to quote simplistic "negative" findings as if they indicated the true effects of American schools? It
seems possible that early critics were actually ignorant of the "Principle of
Control," that a decade or two ago they may have thought that simple interpretations of aggregate survey findings were justified. That was then, but
today is now, and good analyses, involving controls, are now available that
examine the impact of schools on achievement-see Chapter 2. Most of
these analyses suggest that the original dismal portrayal of American schools
suggested by simplistic findings was wrong-when appropriate controls are
applied, American schools look quite good in both cross-cultural and historipal studies. Therefore, it is now less tenable to argue that the critics are simply
ignorant. (Is it possible that they ding to simple, negative, aggregate findings
because they don't like to admit error and want to continue bashing the
schools?)

Liars, Damn Liars, and Statisticians. Violations of the "Principle of
Control" are certainly serious, but alas, other techniques are also available
for those interested in misusing evidence. Another example is provided by
the work of Chubb and Moe that we discussed in Chapter 3.51 To recapitulate
the Chubb and Moe technique, their text claims that the educational programs of private schools generate higher levels of achievement than do those
of public schools and implies that this daim was supported by their analyses
of survey data. But in their analyses they did notprovide findings comparing
the net effects of public and private schools in a single, controlled analysis.
Instead, they strung together several analyses (using different controls) which
showed that, by comparison, private schools were more likely to have certain
characteristics, and that those characteristics were, in turn, associated with
achievement. Such procedures are statistical voodoo, and it seems likely that
Chuhh and Moe knew this was the case.
Other examples where textual claims are not hacked up by the evidence
cited are also easy to find. Consider, for example, National Excellence: A Cue
for Developing America? Talent, a document released in late 1993 by the U.S.
Department of Education. This document advocates spending more for the
education of talented students, "reviews" evidence concerning the issue, and
makes various claims concerning the treatment of talented students in American schools. One of its claims states that
Compared with top students in other i~dnswializedcounnies, American students
perform poorly on international tests, are offereda less rigorous curriculum, read
fewer demanding books, do less homework, and enter the work force or postsecondary education less well prepared.5z

This sounds as if data are available comparing the treatment and achievements of equivalently defined groups of "talented" students in various countries, but NO such data are reviewed in National Excellence. Instead, the
authors of this work merely recapitulated the standard, misleading, aggregate
evidence from studies comparing the total range of students in the educational
systems of different countries. Thus, their daims were not matched by the
evidence they cited, and we know of at least one well-meaning commentator
who was bamboozled by those claims.53
Evidence should always he matched to results that are claimed in textual
materials, and researchers or reviewers are culpable when they do not conform to this tenet, which we shall call the "Principle of Honest Claims."
Unfortunately, many lay persons are either frightened or bored by statistical
evidence, tables, graphs, or study details. When such people read research
reports, they have few options other than to swallow whole hog the textual
claims that those reports make. Needless to say, this is unwise. Most educational researchers and reviewers are also advocates for something-orother-just as we clearly are-and sometimes the claims they make are driven
more by wishful thinking or expediency than by honesty. (And for this reason,
although we have tried to honor the "Principle of Honest Claims," readers
should also look closely at the evidence we cite to back our assertions.) Viable
plans for improving education are more likely to evolve when honest claims
are made; and to monitor those daims, people must be prepared to grit their
teeth,#rew up their courage, and look at the evidence cited by investigators.

Confusing Science and News. A more subtle problem appears in
the way in which empirical results are sometimes reported. As we noted in
Chapter 3, on two different occasions James Coleman and assorted colleagues
announced early conclusions to the press, based on massive survey evidence,
that were damaging to public ed~cation.'~
In neither case had these conclusions been given peer review. On both occasions the conclusions had been
generated by questionable techniques, and subsequent reanalyses of the data
have generated findings that contradicted those of Coleman and his associates.
But in each case the early, questionable conclusions set the tone for subsequent debates, and critics to this day continue to cite both sets of early conclusions as if they were gospel.
Great mischief can result when investigators trumpet premature, poorly
reviewed, biased conclusions to the press in the name of research evidence.
To do so violates a tenet we shall call the "Principle of Responsible Publicity."
Although violations of this principle are easy to find for research on schooling
and its effects, they are by no means confined to education. An egregious
violation appeared recently, for example, when two investigators at the University of Utah, B. Stanley Pons and Martin Fleischmann, called a press conference in which they claimed to have found evidence for cold fusion.55The
research conducted by the Utah group had not been given peer review-in-

deed, the researchers had not at that time submitted even a single report of
their research to colleagues. But their premature claims were embraced by
the gullible media, and those media reports quickly generated millions of
promised dollars for research support from foundations and the Utah state
legislature, as well as scores of time-consuming research projects in other
laboratories trying (in vain) to replicate the Utah results.
As this example suggests, irresponsible publicity about research in the
physical and biological sciences can waste dollars and the efforts of other
researchers, but such irresponsibility is even more serious when it comes to
education. Indeed, unwise policy decisions that affect the lives of thousands
ofstudents are stillbeing made by people who cite the erroneous early findings
of the 1966 Coleman Report. How can people guard against such irresponsibility? They can do so in several ways: by being skeptical, by being aware that
,some researchers will be tempted to violate the "Principle of Responsible
Publicity," by remembering that unimpeachable results simply cannot be
obtained by a single study, by checking the fit between claimed results and
study evidence, by refusing to give credence to announced results unless
those results have been given responsible peer review. Such strategies will not
throttle all premature research publicity, of course, but they will help to blunt
the damage that such publicity can otherwise cause.

Propaganda. Dissimulation, and Research. Yet another strategy
for misusing evidence appeared in What Works: Research About Teaching and
Learning? This sixty-five-page publication, reportedly an unbiased review
of research findings, was released amidst much fanfare by the U.S. Department of Education in January of 1986, complete with a foreword by Secretary
William Bennett and a dedication by President Ronald Reagan. By midsummer of that year, over three hundred thousand copies were in circulation,
according to a departmental news release. Moreover, the document was received warmly by many lay people and investigators, who were impressed
that, at long last, "important personages" had somethmg good to say about
educational research.
Sounds promising, doesn't it? But let's look more closely at What Works.
After an introduction by Assistant Secretary Chester Finn (the primary developer of the work), the bulk of the publication consisted of a set of snappy, onepage summaries of research "findings" that were expressed and interpreted
so that they appeared to be extensions of "common sense." Many of these
summaries were also set off by quotations from "distinguished thinkers" of
bygone years, implying that the "findings" were mere confirmations of revered wisdom. In addition, the "findings" chosen were focused almost entirely on the impact of teachers or parents on pupil achievement and papered
over major debates in the research literature.
All of these ploys were deliberate. In his ddication to What Works, President Reagan m o t e of his hope that through "renewed trust in common

sense, we Americans will have even greater success in our unstinting efforts
to improve our schools," and in his foreword Secretary Bennett stated,
Most readers will, I think,judge that most of the evidence in this volume confirms
common sense. So be it. Given the abuse that common sense bas taken in recent
decades, particularly in the theory and practice of education, it is no small contribution if research can play a role in bringing more of it to American ed~cation.~'

And in his introduction, Assistant Secretary Finn said, "In this volume . . .
we draw upon the knowledge and opinions both of modem scholars and of
distinguished t h i i e r s of earlier times."58
Regarding the narrow focus of What Work, Assistant Secretary Finn acknowledged that its coverage was not "comprehensive" but ~ u g ~ e s t e d t h a t
materials left out reflected topics for which "not much formal research has
yet been done, or that which has been done is fragmentary, inconclusive, or
hotly disputed."59 This assertion no doubt "impressed" the hundreds of authors of (totally ignored) studies on computer-assisted instruction, for which
major summary articles had already appeared, or the many, many researchers
who had generated well-established (but equaUy ignored) fmdings for the
effects of school and community characteristics on pupil achievement. Moreover, the summaries also slighted serious debates then underway about findings concerning the effects of teachers and parents.60
Far from being unbiased, then, What Works was in fact a clever piece of
propapda-disguised as a review of research-that was designed to further
the initial educational goals of the Reagan administration. Whatwere those
goals? As we noted earlier, they were generally those of the Far Right. Thus,
in his 1987 review of What Works, Gene Glass observed,
The political goals of What Works are those of the administration that produced
it: to disestablish the federal bureaucracy in education, to decentralize control
over education, to deregulate the practice of schooling,and to diminish financial
support for schools. What Work seeks to further there goals by (a) arguing that
the results of educational research merely confirm what has already been apprehended by common sense or revealed in the works of great thinkers, and (b)
maintaining that the only needed reform in schooling is a change in the ethos of
the school and classroom-a change in the way teachers and parents think about
and act toward children-not a change in the level of resources invested in educa[Moreover,] if, as What Worksargues, the findings of educational research
tion.
are "common sense," then the apparatus of federal support for educational research that has gown up since 1956 . .. is ~nnecessary.~'

...

It would be disingenuous to slight What Worksalone for biased reviewing.
Virtually all works of advocacy tend to cite studies that support; and ignore
those that contradict, their arguments. But honest authors explain their
agenda so that readers can take the authors' biases into account when assessing
their research evidence. What Work was culpable because it hid its intentions
and pretended to be something other than a piece of propaganda. It thus

violated a tenet that we shall call the "Principle of Open Advocacy." Moreover, a lot of well-meaning people were taken in by its pretenses.

Suppressing Evidence. Given that people in the Reagan and Bush
administrations were willing to misuse evidence to further an agenda hostile
to public education, we should not be surprised to learn that the same people
were also willing to suppress evidence when that evidence contradicted their
ideas. We discuss two instances where this was done systematically.
Our fust example occurred during the later years ofthe Reagan admiistration and involved the National Science Foundation-of all a~encies.The
NSF has always portrayed itself as committed to good evidence; impeccable
analysis, peer review, and honest dealing-all absolutely required in an organization dedicated to supporting scientific research in the national interest.
Despite these principles, in 1985 an employee of the NSF prepared a badly
flawed study suggesting that since the number of twenty-two-year-olds in
the population was declining, the nation's supply of scientists and engineers
would sooh suffer a serious "shortfall." This study had many defects. Among
others, it provided no information at all about likely demands for scientists
and engineers; thus its projection of a "shortfall" tacitly assumed that demands for their skills would remain constant. (For obvious reasons, responsible labor-force studies make estimates for both supply and demand.) These
defects were well known in the NSF. Indeed, from the beginning the 1985
study had been roundly criticized by others in the agency.
Despite its defects, this study became the basis for a vigorous campaign
and scores of speeches by the Director of the NSF, Erich Bloch, who argued
that the nation faced a serious "crisis" and had to step up its production of
scientists and engineers. Endless versions of the 1985 study were prepared,
and these were circulated widely by NSF officials. Outside peer reviews of
the study were assiduously avoided,'and contradicting data were ignored or
suppressed. Eventually, however, the chickens came home to roost. When
the predicted "shortfall" of scientists and engineers failed to materialize, the
NSF came under attack. Finally, in April of 1992, the NSF was called upon
to explain its actions in a congressional inquiry. Howard Wolpe, chair of the
subcommittee which conducted the inquiry, wrote a marvelous summary of
the NSF story that we have abridged as Exhibit 4.4.
Not only had the NSF conducted a flawed study, but it had trumpeted
the conclusions of that study widely, ignoring and suppressing contradictory
evidence, in order to promote the idea that America was facing a serious
"shortfall" of scientists and engineers. Why on earth did NSF officials try to
sell this false notion to Americans? Howard Wolpe suggested that this action
was motivated largely by desires to increase the NSF budget. Perhaps. It is
also true that industrialists who embrace the Human Capital ideology were
then complaining loudly about the need to Win additional scientists and
engineers-a need that, if met, would also mean they could hire qualified

professionals for a lot less money. Is it possible that officials of the Reagan
administration wanted to help those industrialists?
Unfortunately, this was not the only occasion when evidence about education was suppressed during the Reagan and Bush years. Our second example
concerns The Sandia Report,6' which we have described in earlier chapters.
This report, initially prepared in 1990 by officials of the Sandia National
Laboratories, a component of the U.S. Department of Energy, documents a
careful analysis of the status of American education. Major findings in The
Sandia Report flatly contradicted claims about education that were then being

peddled by President Bush and others in his administration, so the report
was squelched.
How this was done is largely told by Daniel Tanner,63and we draw much
of our story from his account. By early 1990 George Bush had announced
his intention to become "the education president." Since this goal involved
overhauling the supposed shortcomings of schools, officials in his administration were motivated to help by gathering supportive evidence. To this end,
James Watkins, then secretary of energy, made the "tragic mistake" of instructing the Sandia National Laboratories, a former wing of the Atomic

Energy Commission, to undertake a comprehensive study of the status of
American education. (Sandia had previously done some research on higher
education, and it was also hoped that the study would allow Sandia to plan
future activities relevant to prinlary and secondary schools.)
The study itself drew from existing data sources and was originally drafted
in late 1990. It was then circulated among various educators and researchers
for comment, and it became the subject of briefings in the Department of
Education and a congressional hearing in the summer of 1991. Alarmingly
(to supporters of President Bush), many of its findings flatly contradicted
claims then being made by administration officials, daims that eventually
undergirded Bush's education initiative, America 2000. This led officials in
the Department of Education and others in the administration to demand
that The Sandia Report not be released but instead that it be subjected to
unprecedented reviews by minions of the National Center for Education
Statistics and the National Science Foundation. (Ironically the task of reviewing in the NSF seems to have been assigned to the same person who had
earlier prepared the flawed 1985 study, which predicted the nonexistent
"shortfall" of scientists and engineers!)
These reviews were conducted, the reviewers dutifully detected trivial
"flaws" in the report, and it was recommended that the report not be released
but that it be rewritten and subjected to further reviews. Following these
recommendations, the report w,mrewritten and was subjected to more internal review, further demands for rewriting, and even an audit by the General
Accounting Offi~e~~-all
of which effectively prevented timely release of the
report.
But America is a wonderful land, where photocopying machines abound,
and within a few months scores of draft copies of the report had been "leaked"
and were floating around the counuy. A condensed version of the report was
then printed by the Albuquerque Journal on September 24, 1991. As Daniel
Tanner explains, this "prompted Secretary Watkins to issue an immediate
response,. . . dated 30 September, [which] opened with this sentence: 'The
Sandia National Laboratories study, "Perspectives on Education in America,"
reported in your September 24 issue is dead wrong."'65 Finally, the report
itself eventually appeared in the Journal of Educational Research-without
fanfare, without even a listing of its authors!-after George Bush had been
voted out of office. To our knowledge, no former official of the Bush administration has as yet publicly acknowledged that, in view of Sandia reporr evidence, some daims about "the education crisis" or plans outlined in America
2000 might have to be modified.
The trouble with suppressing evidence is that it leads to policy errors
that can ruin people's lives. Thus, when the National Science Foundation
suppressed the truth about America's production of scientists and engineers,
the federal government increased its support for training in these fields, and

hundreds of America's scientists and engineers now cannot find jobs.66 Moreover, a host of well-known, well-intentioned Americans have been deceived
by the nonsense that a shortage of scientists and engineers is impending. In
1993, for example, the American Psychological Association published a volume detailing how psychologists could help to solve the "looming" shortage
of scientists and engineers. As we noted in Chapter 3, this book began with
a foreword by Charles Spielberger, then president of the association, which
referred to "predicted catastrophic shortfalls by the turn of the centur)" in
the supply of scientists, engineers, and technician^.^' And many similar quotes
could be cited from other academics, university administrators, and political
leaders from across the nation. Seldom have so many well-intentioned people
been so seriously misled by their government!
And when the Bush administration suppressed The Sandia Report, it allbwed lies to be repeated that scapegoated educators and prompted actions
that have harmed American schools. Moreover, lies are hard to defeat. Most
Americans do not know today that much of the Bush rhetoric about education
was effectively contradicted by The Sandia Report, which was originally
drafted in 1990, and good-hearted people are still being asked to consider
tragic policy proposals that follow from those uncontested lies.
These two episodes, then, involved violation of one of the most basic of
all tenets concerning evidence, which we shall call the "Principle of Open
and Honest Reporting." One absolute condition of democracy is that citizens
have access to relevant information, and this condition is violated when governments suppress evidence. These two episodes were not the only cases of
suppression of evidence by American governments, of course. (As we Grite,
Americans are just beginning to discover how often they were lied to about
"
experiments" that involved dosing unwitting victims with massive amounts
of radiation. Somewhere down this road one finds totalitarianism and the
Nazi death camps.) But, to the best of our knowledge, prior to the Reagan
and Bush administrations, no American government had ever suppressed
evidence about primary and secondary education. And it is difficult to understand how the public can make effective decisions about education-or any
other concern, for that matter-unless it has full access to the facts.

Press Irresponsibility. For better or worse, citizens in a modern urban
society depend strongly on the mass media for much of their information.
When they tune to network news programs or read the hont page of their
daily newspapers, they expect to find accurate accounts of newsworthy events.
Unfortunately, that expectation is not always met. Sadly, news media are not
generally rewarded for documenting "the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
but the truth." Rather, they Frequently earn their Nielsen ratings or circulation
figures by pandering to public fascination &th catastrophe, exaggeration,
human-interest stories, and superficial reporting. Germs of truth are present

in news stories, of course, but it is often difficult to separate the truth from
the "chaff."
The media seem to have particular difficulty when it comes to reports of
research. Some of the nation's more "responsible" newspapers-such as the
New York T~mesor the Washington Port-will prepare stories that report not
only research findings but also study details, potential problems with research
claims, and the identities of investigators.68 But this information is often
stripped away in wire-service accounts or secondary reports that appear in
network news programs or local newspapers. Thus, what the majority of
Americans learn is only that "research shows . . ." or "a study has found
. . . " something or other. This converts a tentative and questionable condusion into "certain knowledge." Moreover, since the media feed off one another extensively, the most attractive or hysterical bits of "certain knowledge"
associated with research spread like wildfire.
We could cite many examples of how this kind of media irresponsibility
has hurt education, but we describe only three here. Our first example concerns press treatment of A Nation At Risk. As we have noted, this document
made many charges about recent "decliies" in the achievement of American
students and about how "poorly" those students were supposedly doing in
international comparisons. These charges were all said to be based on evidence, yet not one studywas cited in the document to support those charges.
By itself, this is not too surprising. Propaganda pieces often make unsupportable claims for which no citations are provided, and responsible journalists
will either ignore such works or discuss their evidentiary shortcomings. But
this kind of careful treatment was not given to A Nation At Risk. Instead, this
document was reported in literally hundreds of newspaper and television
accounts across the nation, and as far as we can tell, none of those reports
noted its lack of citations or called for documentation of its incendiary
charges. (In this case, even the "responsible" newspapers seemed to have
been mesmerized by the prestigious creators of A Nation At Risk and did not
notice its shortcomings.) As a result, the public was led to believe that the
d a i s it made were unimpeachable.
Our second example concerns media reports of Americans' supposed ratings of "top" problems in public schools, as discussed by Barry O'Neill in
his article, "The History of a Hoax" Readers may have seen one or more
news reports of "surveys" from the 1940s and 1980s that compared "the
public's lists of top school problems" for those decades. According to one
version of this report,
In the 40's the (top] problems were: 1. talking; 2. chewing gum; 3. making noise;
4. running in the halls; 5. getting out of turn in line; 6 . wearing improper dothing;
7. not putting paper in wastebaskets. [In contrast] the top problems in the 80's
had become: I. drug abuse; 2. alcohol abuse; 3. pregnancy; 4. suicide; 5. rape; 6 .
robbery; 7. assault.69

'

,

Clearly, such evidence would indicate that our schools have become d r e a m ,
threatening places!
Of course, this was all nonsense. No such surveys had ever been conducted.
Indeed, when O'Neill was finally able to trace the story back to its roots, he
found that it had first been expressed, about 1982, as a set of personal opinions
by one "T. Cullen Davis of Fort Worth, a born-again Christian who devised
the lists as a fundamentalist attack on public schools." Then, by a complex
process of misreporting and advocaq, the lists were repeated, elaborated,
and converted into "surveys" by other members of the Religious Right (Tim
LeHay, Phyllis Schlafly, and Mel and Norma Gabler), officials from the
state of California, and then-literally-hundreds
of different newspaper,
magazine, and television accounts. And given wide circulation as news stories
by the press, the tale of worsening school problems has since been repeated
by many columnists, leading federal politicians (such as William Bennett),
education officials (such as Joseph Fernindez, former chanceuor of New York
City schools), and academics (such as Derek Bok, former president of Harvard). Indeed, O'NeiU suggests that these lists have now become "the most
quoted 'results' of educational research, and possibly the most influential."
Thus, once again, public schools were given a black eye because of a media
"feeding frenzy."
Our third example concerns press treatment of the "political correctness"
issue in higher education. A good review of this matter has recently been
prepared by the National Council for Research on Women, and we draw
from their acc0unt.7~In the late 1980s and early 1990s, a set of books appeared
attacking higher education in America, several of them financed by ultraconservative foundations." These works charged or implied that "liberals"
had taken over American campuses and were now preventing the expression
of viewpoints they deemed not to be "politically correct." In response, the
press began slowly to generate stories concerning the "political correctness"
issue. Then, in 1991, Dinesh D'Souza's nliberal Education appeared. In this
work D'Souza discussed six examples of policy conflicts at prestigious universities-conllicts that had not been resolved in ways approved by the Far
Right-thus creating "the false impression that most of the nation's 3,500
colleges and universities were engulfed in the 'p.c.' debates and experiencing
conflict over diversity in exactly the same way."" As a result, massive numbers
of news stories about "political correctness" began to appear-3,989 in 1991
alone-the vast majority relying only on secondary accounts or drawing simply from the six incidents that had been portrayed by D'Souza.
Thus, through cupidity, bias, or desires to pander to readers, the media
had created beliefs that "liberals" were on the rampage and that "political
correctness" debates were rife o n American campuses. These beliefs were not
only false but were flatly contradicted by evidence of continuing right-wing
preference on those same
intolerance associated with race, gender, and s&
campuses.73Such beliefs have caused headaches for university administrators

and have diverted attention from the real problems of American higher education.
These three examples illustrate a specific form of press irresponsibility,
violation of a tenet we shaU call the "Principle of Source Citation." As a rule,
scholars will not tolerate the citing of secondary materials but demand that
their colleagues look at and cite original sources when discussing research
results. It may be too much to ask that journalists actually look at original
research documents, but it is surely not too much to demand that journalists
cite their sources when writing about research and take responsibility for
alerting readers when propagandists have failed to provide needed citations.
It is a nasty fact that many public lies are now uttered in the name of
research, and those lies can cause untold mischief in education and other
public-policy fields. It would help keep these lies within manageable bounds
if journalists were trained to respect-and tried always to honor-the "Principle of Source Citation."
Beyond this basic point, the three examples we've given also illustrate an
observation we've made in earlier chapters. For obscure reasons the press
delights in stories about the failures of education but shies away from stories
that report education's successes. We're not the first people to have observed
this effect, of course.74But until and unless the press can be induced to mend
its ways, Americans will continue to be given the false impression that their
public schools, colleges, and universities are in deep trouble-when in fact
they are doing remarkably well despite the increasing social problems of
American society. This, then, is a second, pervasive form of press irresponsibility.

The Proper Use of Evidence. To summarize, recent criticisms of
American schools have often been bolstered by impressive claims of evidence
that appeared, on first glance, to support arguments about our "troubled"
schools. On closer examination, however, many of those daims have turned
out to be garbage. A decade or so ago one could be persuaded that at least
some of the critics were making honest errors when they cited faulty evidence.
Over time, however, the notion that misuse of evidence by the critics represents "honest errors" has worn thin. Unfortunately, recent critics of the
schools have employed various tactics for misusing and abusing evidence,
often aided by a biased, ignorant, or hysterical press. People who are sincerely
interested in improving American education must be alert to such chicanery.
Since it is frighteningly easy to misuse and misunderstand evidence concerning education, we suggest a final tenet, which we state in the form of a
three-part maxim in Exhibit 4.5. When it comes to evidence concerning
education and other matters of social policy, it is very easy to misinterpret
that evidence; advocates and scoundrels are only too likely to embrace or
create those misinterpretations; and the press and public are far more willing
to buy into those misinterpretations than to examine the evidence on which
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they are based. Let aU of the many, many friends of education take appropriate
heed!

Legitimate Concerns
If there is a crisis in American schooling, it is not the crisis of putative mediocrity and
decline charged by the recent reports but rather a crisis inherent in balancing [the]
tremendous nriety of demands Amaicsns have made on their schools and colleges-of crafting curricula that take account of the needs of a modern soaety at the
same time that they make provision for the extraordinary diversity of America's young
people; of designinginstltutlom where well-prepared teachers can teach under supportive conditions, and where all shldents can be motivated and assisted to develop their
talents to the fullest:and of provid~ngthe necessary resources for creating and susmning such instihltions.
-Lawrenre

Crernin (PopuInr Education and its DiicanrRur, 1990, p. 43)

Finally, let us also remember that some criticism of education represents
sincere attempts by thoughthd Americans to cope with serious issues in a
public institution to which they are strongly committed. There is,thcrefore,
every reason to believe that criticism of public schools will continue in America. Let us, however, leam lessons from the sorry record of the recent past and
rededicate ourselves to the princ~plethat those debates must reflect honesty,
goodwill, respect for evidence, acknowledgement of the dedication and contributions of educators, and a sincere desire to improve the lives of all Americans. Agreement on these principles would seem a reasonable basis for meaningFul debates about how to resolve education's many dilemmas.

America has long had a love affair with educational reform. Schools ar'
in high regard in our country, and Americans think their schools are a
accomplish a host of important tasks. Moreover, America is a n ' o p .
nation, and most Americans believe that our institutions can and s h o ~
improved. Furthermore, most citizens have had personal experience
public schools, and they understand that financing those schools re'
spending a good many tax dollars, particularly at the state and local
d
Add these factors together, and you create a climate for noisy, public m
and frequent proposals for educational reform.
But not aU proposals for reform are useful. Some proposals reflec
the personal experiences or prejudices of legislators. Some are generti
special-iiterest groups. Some represent educational fads that will be
lived. And some are based on misunderstandings about schools and the
lems of education. For these reasons, many programs intended to "iml
our schools turn out to have little detectable effect or, worse, end up a
serious problems for educators and students.
Thislast result is particularly true of proposals that are based on syst,
misunderstandings. And since America has just been subjected to a
and a half of a Manufactured Crisis that involved the vigorous pro1
of derogatory myths about education, it should come as little surp
leam that literally hundreds of reform proposals have also been get
based on those myths. Since they are designed to address problems t
actually fictions, most of these proposaLF are poor ideas. We review he1
key reform ideas that the critics most responsible for manufacturing ti
have put forth. As we shall see, most of these ideas are not merely
rather, if enacted, they would cause serious damage to American s d

Vouchers and Private Schools
In the cities,vouchers would quiddy solidify a two-tiered educational system (
of nonpublic schools and pauper schools. That development would imp0
all, because it would rrprrsrnl an abandonment of efforts lo improve educ
disadvantaged youngsters, who are already a majority in most U.S. cities.
-Mary Anne Raywid (Public choice. yes; Vouchers. nol, 1987, p. 763)

